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POSTAL AUCTION 
Closing Tuesday, 13th March 2018 at 5.00pm

Terms and Conditions of Sale
1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give 

notice that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not 
hold ourselves liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated 
otherwise, all items are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers 
are reminded that certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material 
on viewing day at Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special 
Delivery at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. 
If you require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding 
form. We always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or 
damage in transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the 
highest bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, 
which will be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid 
increments as defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above. Any bid below the reserve price will be rounded up to it.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the 

case of equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available 
to buyers for a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or 
telephone 01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 18% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by debit card or cheque. Your cheque, or debit card details, must 

accompany your bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your 
bids (or your spending limit) plus 18% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for 
packing and carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you 
are completely unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt 
will be enclosed with the lots you have successfully purchased.

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. If you intend to 
pay by debit card, your card details must be provided with your bids. This information will be stored 
securely and shredded shortly after the sale closes.

For full Conditions of Sale, please see the main Stoneleigh Auction catalogue. They will also be on 
display at Stoneleigh on 3rd March.
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93

Advertisement
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Lots 1 - 23: Books

1 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 
H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in 
2003.   £30

2 SIDNEY S: "Gauge Evidence - The History and Prospects of the Railway System Illustrated by 
the Evidence Given by The Gauge Commission". 400pp published by Edmonds in 1846. Fading 
and faults to spine, covers rubbed and bumped.  £35

3 HARDBACK BOOK "The Letter - Bag of the Great Western or life in a steamer". 232pp published 
by David Bryce (undated). Restoration to part leather bound covers.  £10

4 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "The Evolution of the Locomotive Engine" by Theodore West (ex-Chief 
Draughtsman NER). 24 plates, string bound, landscape format, published by Dresser & Sons 
circa 1900s.  £5

5 COTTERELL S. & WILKINSON G.H "LNWR Locomotives". 130pp in clothbound hardback 
covers, published by The Holland Company in 1899. Small marks to cover otherwise OK.    £10

6 HARDBACK BOOK "The Best Way There (A Way-Book for the Rail-Faring Fool)" by W.J. Scott. 
116pp, published 1892. Ex Railway Club library with title page pasted on to cover.  £5

7 FISHER J.A. "Railway Accounts and Finance". Hardback, 314pp, second edition published by 
Bemrose & Sons in 1893.  £10

8 HARDBACK BOOK "Songs from the South West" by Inspector Aitken. 194pp published by 
Pickering & Inglis in 1913. Covers partially faded, some foxing.  £5

9 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "The Steam - Engine Builders of Lincolnshire" by Ronald H Clark. 
150pp published by Goose and Son in 1955.  £10

10 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "The Leicester & Swannington Railway" by CR Clinker. 114pp 
published by the Leicester Archaeological Society in 1954. Covers a little dusty.  £10

11 LPC published hardback book "Railway Views" containing parts 1 - 8, each part containing 
approx 12 photo illustrations of pre grouping locos. Published circa 1910s. Bindings loose, 
colour plate from front cover missing.  £5

12 RENFE published hardback book "Railways in Spain 1848 - 1958". 122pp photo illustrated 
history. Many detached pages.  £10

13 LEATHER folder as issued to attendees at the AICCF meeting in Dublin in 1964. Plus personalised 
menu from a similar event in Munich in 1962 and a glossy illustrated booklet showing various 
railway related painting and artwork (text in German).  £10

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 3rd March 2018 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 

room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit card details 
in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on  
Tuesday 13th March 2018.

Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 
Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 

Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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14 NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA shipping company published official guide "Glimpses of the East". 
800+pp large sized tome, 12th annual issue dated 1929-30. Illustrated clothbound boards, front 
cover and spine detached.  £10

15 DAVID & CHARLES published "Twilight of South African Steam" by AE Durrant. Hardback with 
dust jacket, published 1989. Wear to dust jacket.  £10

16 DAVID & CHARLES published two volume set "Steam Locomotives of The South African 
Railways" by DF Holland. Each hardback with dust jacket, published 1971 and 1972. (2)  £10

17 Hardback book "Signalman's Morning" signed by ADRIAN VAUGHAN. Plus Ian Allan ABC of 
GWR locos June 1946 (marked) and "King's and Castles of the GWR" by OS Nock (minus 
covers) both previously the property of Adrian Vaughan. (3)  £5

18 CHARLES BUTTERS & SONS Catalogue for the Sale of Railwayana at Derby in November 
1964. 28 typescript pages. Large tear and loss from cover. Plus similar for the Bell Watson sale 
of railway relics at the goods shed, Scunthorpe on 9th October 1971. (2)  £10

19 HARDBACK BOOK "Middlesborough Shipping Facilities" published by TA Bulmer & Co. 256pp 
plus plates and fold out maps. Dated 1926.  £10

20 HARDBACK BOOK "Where Ships are Born - Sunderland 1346 - 1946" by Smith and Holden. 
97pp plus plates, published by Thomas Reid & Co in 1946. Covers rubbed.  £10

21 HARDBACK BOOK "Short History of the Association of Engineering and Shipbuilding 
Draughtsmen 1913 - 1934". 63pp published by the Draughtsman Publishing Company.  £5

22 HARDBACK BOOK "A Hundred Years of Howden Engineering - a brief history 1854 - 1954". 
56pp including many colour illustrations.  £10

23 HARDBACK BOOK "The United Steel Companies Limited 1918 - 1968 - A History" by R.Peddie. 
70pp company history.  £10

Lots 24 - 42: Early Railway Guide Books

24 PARSONS E. "The Tourist's Companion or The History of the Scenes and Places on the Route 
by Railroad and Steam Packet from Leeds and Selby to Hull". Hardback, clothbound covers, 
243pp published by Whittaker in 1835. Cover wear.  £10

25 TUCK'S RAILWAY SHAREHOLDER'S MANUAL. 8th edition dated 1847. Clothbound hardback 
covers with title on front, 412pp. Covers a little worn.  £10

26 LNWR "Official Tourist Picturesque Guide to The Principal Tourists Districts in Great Britain & 
Ireland". Hardback covers with illustrated design in gold on front. 660pp plus maps, circa 1876. 
Covers rubbed.  £10

27 BOUND VOLUME of Morton's Guides covering various companies. 300+pp contained in 
clothbound hardback covers. Guides bound without covers and adverts. Circa 1880. Spine 
faded.  £10

28 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY ALMANACK, DIRECTORY, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND MANUAL 
dated 1848. Green clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 137pp plus adverts, no 
fold out map. Some cover wear, contents page detached.  £10

29 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY ALMANACK, DIRECTORY, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND MANUAL 
dated 1849. Green clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front. 160pp plus adverts 
and fold out map. Slight cover wear.  £10

30 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1868. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 650pp plus fold 
out maps. Bindings loose, damage to top of spine, map detached.   £10

31 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1886. 
Brown leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 617pp plus fold out 
maps. Covers rubbed.   £10

32 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1870. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 608pp plus fold 
out maps. Covers rubbed, maps torn.   £10
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33 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1903. 
Brown leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 683pp plus fold out 
maps. Covers rubbed.   £10

34 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1904. 
Brown leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 679pp plus fold out 
maps.   £10

35 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1912. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 670pp plus fold 
out maps. Fading to covers.   £10

36 OSBORNE'S GRAND JUNCTION RAILWAY GUIDE dated 1838. 347pp plus adverts. No fold 
out map, covers restored.   £10

37 FREELING'S Grand Junction Railway Companion. Pocket sized paperback edition, 192pp 
published by Henry Lacey in 1837 Covers detached, spine taped.  £10

38 FREELING'S Grand Junction Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 192pp plus adverts and fold 
out map. Published by Henry Lacey in 1838. Cover very worn and marked.  £10

39 FREELING'S London and Birmingham Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 204pp plus adverts. 
No map. Published by Whittaker and Co circa 1838. Cover very worn.   £10

40 FREELING'S Railway Companion for the London & Birmingham and Liverpool & Manchester 
Railway. Faded hardback covers, 400+pp plus fold out map, published by Henry Lacey in 1838.   
£10

41 DUNCAN'S "Itinerary of Scotland with Principal Roads to London". 200+pp in leather bound 
hardback covers, dated 1820. Covers rubbed, good for age.  £10

42 MENZIES published booklet "Pocket Guide to Edinburgh and its Environs". Green card covers, 
78pp, circa 1850s.  £10

Lots 43 - 53: Reports and Records

43 NER CONCILIATION BOARD. Folder containing various "Conference Decisions" booklets dated 
between 1908 and 1921. Damp staining, severe in parts.  £10

44 GWR foolscap sized, 13 typescript page report "Oil Burning Engines" listing Newport Division 
workings and instructions for examination and working of 39xx, Castle class and loco 6320. 
Dated 1947. Includes two official photos.  £10

45 RAILWAY GAZETTE published reprinted Railway Gazette article "Midland Traffic Working - The 
Train Control System of the Midland Railway". Paperback covers (faded), 53pp plus fold out 
diagram, dated 1921.   £14

46 BRB typescript report "Euston Station Reconstruction - Phasing of Work". Foolscap sized, 
approx 10 pages plus many fold out diagrams an plans. Details the preparatory works and 
operation of traffic during the reconstruction. Circa 1962.  £10

47 BR Derby Works 16 typescript page report listing "Engines Built at Derby Locomotive Works 
1851 - 1959". Lists loco types and number.  £10

48 BRB appendix to the report on the withdrawal of all services on the Liskeard to Looe branch line. 
20+ foolscap sized typescript pages, dated 1965.   £10

49 BRB report on the proposed withdrawal of all passenger services between Harrogate and 
Northallerton and closure of stations at Ripon and Melmerby. Typescript documents showing 
proposal, objections and bus service replacements. Dated 1964.  £10

50 Small quantity of Transport Users Consultative Committee correspondence and report relating 
to the proposed discontinuance of passenger services from the Neath/Brecon line, Newport/
Brecon line, Hereford/Brecon line, Moat Lane Junction/Brecon line. Dated 1962.  £5

51 Several FOLDERS of typescript reports and information relating to operations at the Washwood 
Heath Marshalling Yard. Mostly work study investigations. Circa early - mid 1960s.  £10

52 CARD COVERED BOOKLET: "Locomotive Nameplate Register 1964-65" by Hobdey, Summers 
and Wooliscroft. 51pp.  £10
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53 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE appendix to the eighth edition of the Handbook of Stations dated 
1896. 28pp, covers dusty.  £10

Lots 54 - 65: Royal Train Notices

54 LBSCR supplementary notice of special traffic No.20 re funeral of King Edward VII, May 1910. 
10pp on lilac coloured paper. Staining to rear pages.   £10

55 LBSCR fourth supplementary notice No.31 re royal train for Prince and Princess of Wales from 
Drayton to Victoria on August 2nd 1878. 3pp on blue paper, foolscap sized, edges faded and 
with corner loss.  £10

56 LBSCR supplement to special notice No.44 re royal train for King Edward VII and Queen 
Alexandra from Victoria to Portsmouth Dockyard on October 31st 1901. 4pp on lilac coloured 
paper, foolscap sized, edges faded and brittle.   £10

57 LBSCR supplementary notice No.22 re royal train for the Duke of Connaught and suite from 
Portsmouth Dockyard to Victoria on May 25th 1902. 2pp on salmon coloured paper, foolscap 
sized, edges faded and a little brittle. Contemporary annotations.  £10

58 LBSCR second supplementary notice No.26 re royal train for King Edward VII from Victoria to 
Singleton on June 27th 1903. 4pp on green paper, foolscap sized, edges faded and a little brittle. 
Contemporary annotations.  £10

59 LBSCR second supplementary notice No.33 re royal train for King George V and Queen Mary 
from Portsmouth Dockyard to Victoria on August 11th 1913. 4pp on pink coloured paper, foolscap 
sized, edges faded and brittle.   £10

60 BR(S) Royal Train notice re train from Victoria to Margate and return on 6th July 1951. 4pp 
annotated proof copy.  £5

61 BR(W) Royal Train notice No.30 re train from Windsor & Eton to Dumbarton and Clydebank to 
Windsor & Eton on 15th - 17th April 1953. 29pp.   £10

62 BR(M, W & E) Royal Train notice No.161W re train from Windsor & Eton Central to Queniborough 
Sidings, Corby and Stamford on 18th & 19th June 1961. 9pp.  £10

63 BR(M) Royal Train notice No.179W re train from Euston to Lowton Manchester Curve, Liverpool 
Lime Street, Watford Junction on 14th December 1962. 12pp.  £10

64 BR(M) Royal Train notice No.232W re train from Euston to Parkside Manchester Curve, Liverpool 
Lime Street, Northampton, Market Harborough, etc on 23rd - 25th June 1971. 16pp.  £10

65 BR(M) Royal Train notice No.237W re train from Euston to Madeley, Stoke on Trent, Rugeley 
and Slough on 25th May 1973. 10pp.  £10

Lots 66 - 94: Locomotive Working and Records

66 BR(M) Western Lines booklet "Shunting Engine and Local Trip Notice London (Western) 
Divisional Manager's Area - North London District". 27pp dated June 1964.  £10

67 BR(M) booklet "Shunting Locomotive and Local Trip Notice London Divisional Manager's Area 
North London, Willesden and West London Districts". 12pp dated May 1974.  £10

68 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE 11 page typescript document "Assets in the Depreciation Scheme - 
Locomotives" listing loco types and their age. Dated October 1949.  £10

69 LMS Western Division "Willesden District Shunting Engine and Local Trip Working Book". 28pp 
dated May 1933.  £10

70 Seven GWR "Engine Driver's Daily Record" forms duly completed for various South Wales 
workings on locos 1884, 319, 6704, 54, 57, 611, 6701 in November and December 1942.  £10

71 50+ typescript pages of BR(W) and BR(E) "Allocation of Locomotives and Multiple Units" 
amendment lists dated early - mid 1980s.  £10

72 BR(W) 6" x 4" thin card programme for the ceremony of naming diesel hydraulic Warship 
class loco D812 "The Royal Naval Reserve 1859 - 1959" at platform 4 Paddington station on 
November 13th 1959.  £10
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73 BR(S) Southern District Somerset & Dorset Line Special Traffic Arrangements notice No.5 dated 
28th July 1951. 6pp. Folded and worn.   £10

74 BR(W) single sheet typescript notice No.TF220 re the movement of condemned BR steam 
locomotive 43924 "Dead Own Wheels" from Woodhams Barry Docks to Keighley for the Midland 
4F Preservation Society on 10th September 1968.  £10

75 FOLDER containing approx 50 typescript pages detailing movement of engines to Derby 
workshops. Shows loco numbers, origin and planned work. Dated 1960.  £10

76 BTC Western Region large sized typescript list of "Classes of Boilers and the Engines which 
carry them. Engines and boiler stock as at 1953". Also similar detailing allocation of tenders.  £10

77 APPROX 50 typescript pages detailing movement of BR(W) engines to Swindon and Crewe 
workshops. Shows loco numbers, origin and planned work. Dated 1963 - 64.  £10

78 BR "Diesel Locomotive Repair Book" for class 47 loco 47703. Approx 16 pages completed in the 
1980s. Very well used condition.  £5

79 BR(ScR) foolscap sized, 5 typescript page document showing multiple unit programmes from 
Leith Central. Dated September 1969.   £10

80 BR(W) "Trip Notice" section G Bristol area. 10 typescript pages dated May 1976.   £10
81 BR(W) "Trip Notice" section K St.Blazey, Truro, Penzance. 8 typescript pages dated May 1976.   

£10
82 BR(E) "Trip Notice Worksop Area". 11 typescript pages, dated November 1985.   £10
83 Two BR(M) "Trip Notices" from the Nottingham Divisional Manager's area. Nottingham District 

(8pp dated October 1979) and Derby area including Coalville (8pp dated May 1982). (2)  £10
84 BR(ScR) "Trip Notice No.2 Ayr (Falkland Jn), Grangemouth and Mossend Areas". 35pp dated 

June 1981.  £10
85 APPROX 70 typescript sheets showing BR(M) mandatory class 86/2 electric locomotive 

programme. Dated May 1977. 2 pages missing and 2 with part missing. Includes 5 amendment 
sheets.  £10

86 APPROX 31 typescript sheets showing BR(E) mandatory locomotive programmes for ECML 
depots Haymarket, Gateshead, York and Clarence Yard (Finsbury Park) covering class 31, 40, 
46 and 47 locos. Dated October 1972. Annotated and amendments added.  £10

87 APPROX 20 typescript sheets plus 2 amendment sheets showing BR(E) Trainmens Programme 
(Drivers and Guards), mandatory and conditional, for Healey Mills depot. Dated May 1978. Plus 
similar 17 sheets and 1 amendment sheet dated October 1978.   £10

88 APPROX 50 LNER carriage window labels for special trains to various locations in England at 
Whitsun 1936. Each 13" x 8", Roneod type. (Qty)  £10

89 BR "Engine Record Card" card for Doncaster built A3 class loco 60109 Hermit. Shows loco 
information and details of works visits between 1949 and 1962.  £10

90 BR "Engine Record Card" card for Doncaster built A3 class loco 60111 Enterprise. Shows loco 
information and details of works visits between 1951 and 1960.  £10

91 BR "Engine Record Card" card for Doncaster built A3 class loco 60107 Royal Lancer. Shows 
loco information and details of works visits between 1949 and 1962.  £10

92 LNER "Record of Locomotives" form for A3 class loco No.60077 The White Knight. Shows 
details of repairs between 1925 and 1951.   £10

93 LNER "Record of Locomotives" form for A3 class loco No.60079 Bayardo. Shows details of 
repairs between 1925 and 1949.   £10

94 LNER "Record of Locomotives" form for A3 class loco No.60084 Trigo. Shows details of repairs 
between 1931 and 1949.   £10
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Lots 95 - 99: Legal Paperwork

95 CHEDDAR VALLEY RAILWAY large sized 4pp catalogue for the sale of surplus lands of the 
Cheddar Valley branch of the Bristol & Exeter Railway at Rodney Stoke, Cheddar, Winscombe, 
Churchill and Yatton. Dated April 1872.  £10

96 NER contract with HM Postmaster General for the conveyance of Her Majesty's mails. Foolscap 
sized, 14pp dated August 1895.  £10

97 LEICESTER AND SWANNINGTON RAILWAY report of the General Meeting held on 3rd August 
1836. 4pp.  £10

98 LLYNVI AND OGMORE RAILWAY 2pp printed notice re the amalgamation of the company with 
the GWR. Dated 1883.  £5

99 LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY report of the half yearly general meeting of the Court of 
Proprietors held in Birmingham in February 1838. Foolscap sized, 7pp.  £10

Lots 100 - 102: Financial and Accounts

100 Two BERWICK SHIPPING COMPANY share transfer certificates dated 1858, each with 
embossed company crest top centre. Plus six IOMSP Co headed letters dated 1831 and 
Sunderland Shipbuilding Company headed letter dated 1926. (9)  £10

101 NBR director's report and statement of accounts for the year ending December 1918. Large size, 
8pp, folded. Plus similar NER issue dated December 1918. (2)  £5

102 PLYMOUTH, DEVONPORT & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY director's report and 
statement of accounts for the half year ending December 1911. Large size, 4pp, folded.  £10

Lots 103 - 104: Rule Books

103 LSWR rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 162pp dated 
1856. Inscribed inside front cover "O V Bullied with B D Fox's compliments Dec 44" and with 
HAV Bullied's rubber stamp.   £10

104 NER Rule Book dated 1904. 191pp, clothbound hardback covers with title on label on front. 
Bindings loose.   £10

Lots 105 - 150: Working Instructions

105 L&YR foolscap sized ledger type book "Distances between the Stations and Junctions of the 
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway". 488pp dated May 1921. Good condition.  £10

106 GNR 6pp foolscap sized circular re Agricultural Societies' Shows in 1896. Lists costs for 
transportation to various events throughout the year. Staining to r/h edge.  £10

107 GNSR publication "General Instructions Relating to Merchandise Traffic". Green, clothbound 
hardback covers with title stamped into front. 64pp dated July 1899.  £10

108 NER booklet "Programme of Excursion and Special Trains, Train Alterations, Working 
Arrangements, Vacant Appointments, etc" dated 12th September 1903. 12pp.   £10

109 NER "Programme of Signalling Alterations, Permanent Way Notices and other arrangements". 
16pp on salmon coloured paper, dated 9th July 1904.   £10

110 NER "Programme of Signalling Alterations, Permanent Way Notices and other arrangements". 
22pp on salmon coloured paper, dated 25th June 1904.   £10

111 BR(M) 15pp booklet "Local Instructions in Connection with Train and Traffic Control London 
(Western) District". Dated April 1955. Slightly marked card covers.  £10

112 BR(M) 10pp booklet "Local Instructions in Connection with Train and Traffic Control London 
(Midland) District (Marylebone Control Area). Dated November 1958. Slightly marked card 
covers.  £10

113 BR(M) booklet "Classification and Marshalling of Freight Trains". 23pp dated May 1975.   £10
114 BR(W) London Division notice No.L25 "Notice of Passenger Train Arrangements Late Summer 

Holiday". 91pp dated 25th August 1979.  £5
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115 BR(W) notice No.8 "Notice of Additional and Altered Passenger Trains". 134pp dated 20th 
December 1963.  £10

116 BR(M) Western Division "Programme of Special Trains" W1 No.34 dated August 4th 1951. 
168pp, foxing to covers.  £10

117 LMS Western Division "Crewe and South Thereof Supplementary Instructions to the WTTs". 
100+pp dated July 1925. Covers very worn.   £10

118 BR(W) 5pp fold out handbill type leaflet "Passenger Train Alterations owing to Engineering Work 
between Swindon & Gloucester - Sundays 13th September and 18th October 1953". A little 
creased.  £10

119 BR(NE) "Relief Excursion and Special Train Arrangements" notice No.39 dated 17th August 
1951. 41pp, minor wear to covers.  £10

120 BR(NE) "Relief Excursion and Special Train Arrangements" notice No.40 dated 24th August 
1951. 31pp.  £10

121 BR booklet "List of Collieries". Card covers, 43pp dated October 1954.  £10
122 LMS paperback booklet "Breakdown Van Districts and Steam Crane and Fire Train Areas 

(England and Wales)". 4pp dated June 1926. Cover dusty.  £10
123 BR(W) notice No.10 dated 7th April 1953 "Notice of Altered Passenger Train Arrangements in 

Connection with Engineering Department Occupations between Reading & Taunton (via Castle 
Cary)". 42pp, some wear and foxing.  £10

124 BR(W) Bristol Division notice No.370 "Notice of Passenger and Parcels Train Arrangements 
Easter 1964". 72pp dated 25th March 1964.  £5

125 BR(M) Midland Lines "Fog Notice". 38pp dated October 1961.  £10
126 BR(W) notice No.13 "Numbering of Passenger Trains during Summer Train Service 1952". 11pp.  

£10
127 GN ELECTRIFICATION. Over 100 typescript pages relating to ECML resignalling and 

electrification including staff news bulletin and updates from the Divisional Manager's Office. 
Many relating to the Peterborough area. Dated mid 1970s.  £10

128 BR(W) notice No.38 re special arrangements in connection with Swindon Works annual holiday 
1948. 24pp. Very worn and stained.  £10

129 GWR notice No.K2/526 "Notice to Enginemen, Guards & others. Reduction of speed of trains 
and engineering and signal arrangements". 63pp dated December 4th 1943.  £10

130 BR(E) GN Line circular X888 showing timings of the test run of Falcon diesel loco between 
Darnall and Mansfield concentration sidings and on to New England, October 1961. 3 typescript 
pages.   £10

131 BR(E) circular X229 showing working for high speed brake tests carried out on the ECML by 
Deltic loco D9001. Foolscap sized typescript page dated April 1964. Plus similar instructions for 
the demonstration run of the HST, July/August 1973.  £10

132 BR(E) GN Line circular X249 showing timings of the Roadrailer Trial from Enfield Chase to 
Doncaster and return, April 1963. 3 foolscap sized typescript pages. Plus several other circulars 
for various trials, special workings, etc. (Qty)  £10

133 BR(W) "Notice of Additional and Altered Passenger Trains" No.25 dated 24th April 1964. 39pp. 
Plus similar Nos. 28 - 31 dated May and June 1964. (5)  £10

134 LMS 22" x 18" letterpress poster "Regulations for Examining and Testing Boilers". Dated July 
1939. Plus similar Railway Executive poster "Movement of Engines in Motive Power Depots, 
Sheds, Yards and Sidings" dated February 1950. (2)  £10

135 LMS secret internal publication "Instructions in connection with the working of the line and the 
movement of traffic in a national emergency". 30+pp dated August 1939.   £10

136 LMS Western Division London Suburban Area notice No.43 detailing workings for the Rugby 
League Cup Final Widnes v Keithley at Wembley on 8th May 1937. 13pp, annotated.  £10
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137 LNER hardback book "Ordinary Passenger Fares from London King's Cross, Liverpool Street, 
Marylebone, Fenchurch Street". 161pp dated January 1933. Minor cover wear, annotated 
amendments.  £10

138 GWR notice "Instructions affecting GW servants when working over LNWR". 24pp dated 
December 1911. Rusty staples.  £10

139 GWR notice No.2009 (re-issue of circular No.1810) "Notice to Enginemen, Guards and all 
concerned - Revised List of Permanent Restrictions of Speed of Trains". 11pp dated January 
1911. Worn.  £10

140 GWR hardback book "List of Collieries on or Connected with the GWR". Brown clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front, 72pp plus fold out map, dated 1932. Some cover wear, bindings 
very loose.   £10

141 GWR permanent instruction No.135 dated April 1910 re bringing into use Traversing Table on 
Nos. 1 & 2 lines at Moor Street Station, Birmingham. Foolscap sized, 1pp, very worn, tear and 
loss top r/h corner.  £10

142 GNR 2pp circular No.12,125a "Notice to Engine Drivers". Foolscap sized listing sections of lines 
worked on the permissive block system. Dated October 1897. Some wear.  £10

143 GWR 2pp longer type notice No.100 re special trains Birkenhead to Paddington detailing working 
of trains in connection with ocean liners. Dated May 1911.  £10

144 GWR rule book type publication "Telegraph Message Code". Green cloth covers, 126pp dated 
1939.  £10

145 GWR Birmingham & Worcester Divisions "Notice of Extra Trains and Special Arrangements" 
No.B28 dated July 16th 1938. 52pp.   £10

146 GWR circular No.3060 "Regulations Respecting Hours & Wages of Enginemen & Firemen". 
50pp dated May 1912.  £5

147 LNER Scottish Area "Excursion and Special Train Arrangements" notice No.E74-52 dated 30th 
December 1939. 72pp.   £10

148 LNER Southern Scottish Area circular No.E65-17 "Supplementary advice of special passenger 
trains and special arrangements in connection with the Perth v Fife and Kinloss Curling Match at 
Loch-Leven on 20th February 1930". 3pp. Plus a few items of LNER paperwork. (Qty)  £10

149 LNER 15pp circular No.RR20 "Regulations for working trains over passenger and goods lines 
worked on the Permissive Block System". Foolscap sized listing sections of lines worked on the 
permissive block system. Dated July 1928. Some wear.  £10

150 WESTINGHOUSE instruction book "The Westinghouse Automatic Brake". Brown cloth covers, 
64pp, dated 1919. Slight cover wear.  £10

Lots 151 - 183: Signalling Paperwork

151 NER signalbox "Train Register Book" from Kettleness signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between August and December 1915.  £10

152 NER signalbox "Train Register Book" from Kettleness signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between April and December 1902.  £10

153 BR(E) SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Cromer signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between May 1962 and February 1963.  £10

154 BR(E) SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Reedham Swing Bridge signalbox. Duly completed 
for the period between December 1964 and March 1965.  £10

155 GNR circular No.12236a re Sandy Brick & Sand Siding immediately north of LNWR overbridge 
between Everton and Sandy North. 1pp, foolscap size, dated December 1897. Edge wear, 
folded, weak at folds.   £10

156 LBSCR signalling notice No.115 re the opening of the new intermediate signalbox at Spatham 
Lane between Keymer Junction and Plumpton on June 12th 1899. Foolscap sized, red and blue 
print, 1pp, edge tears and a little faded. Fragile.  £10
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157 LBSCR signalling notice No.142 re the opening of a new passenger station at Horley on 31st 
December 1905. Foolscap sized, red and blue print, 2pp, edge tears and faded. Fragile.  £10

158 LBSCR signalling notice No.117 re the opening of the new intermediate signalbox at Cray Lane 
between Billingshurst and Pulborough on June 19th 1899. Foolscap sized, red and blue print, 
1pp, edge tears and faded. Fragile.  £10

159 LSWR signalling notice No.21 of 1909 re opening of a new platform for up Windsor local line 
trains at Queen's Road Station. 1pp, tears down l/h edge.   £10

160 LSWR signalling notice No.8 of 1909 re new and altered signals etc at Clapham Junction East, 
Midhurst, Newton Tony, Plymouth Friary, etc. 6pp. Scuffs down l/h edge of rear cover.   £10

161 LSWR signalling notice No.4 of 1910 re new and altered signals etc at Netley and Bournemouth 
West Junction. 3pp.   £10

162 LSWR signalling notice No.6 of 1909 re new and altered signals etc at Clapham Junction East, 
Barnes West, Hardington Box, etc. 3pp.   £10

163 LSWR signalling notice No.7 of 1909 re new and altered signals etc at Nine Elms North Viaduct 
Box, Earlsfield, Horsley, Buriton Sidings and Adelaide Crossing Box, 3pp. Scuffs down l/h edge 
of rear cover.   £10

164 LSWR instructions notice No.11 of 1910 re the introduction of a rail motor service between 
Twickenham, Gunnersbury and Feltham stations. 2pp.   £10

165 LSWR signalling notice No.21 of 1910 re opening of an additional line between Woolston and 
Netley stations and new and altered signals at Clapham Junction, Wherwill, etc. Also provision of 
Coligny - Welch distinguishing signal lamps to certain distant signals. 6pp. Scuffs down l/h edge 
of cover.   £10

166 LSWR instructions notice No.17 of 1910 re opening of a new halt known as Elmore Halt between 
Fort Brockhurst and Lee-on-the-Solent stations. 1pp. Tears and loss down l/h edge.   £10

167 APPROX 16 SR and BR(S) smaller sized signalling "yellows" dated between 1943 and 1949. 
Plus larger sized issues with fold out plans dated No.23 of 1939 re Victoria and No.4 of 1957 re 
Cannon Street (poor). (18)  £10

168 LMS Central Division booklet "Hours of Duty at Signal Boxes". 32pp dated October 1940. Covers 
grubby.  £10

169 LMS Midland Division booklet "Hours of Duty at Signal Boxes". 6pp dated October 1940.  £10
170 LMS Western Division booklet "Hours of Duty at Signal Boxes Crewe and South Thereof 

excluding North Staffordshire and South and Central Wales Sections". 21pp dated September 
1938.   £10

171 BR(M) Western Lines booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes Crewe and South Thereof 
excluding North Staffordshire Section". 33pp dated September 1962. Covers dusty.   £10

172 BR(M) Midland Lines booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes". 58pp dated September 1961. 
Plus 14pp supplement dated June 1962. Supplement poor/grubby. (2)   £10

173 BR(M) Midland Lines booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes". 78pp dated September 1958. 
Very worn.   £10

174 BR(M) Central Lines booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes". 58pp dated September 1961. 
Marking to covers, contents OK.   £10

175 BR(S) booklet "Hours of Opening of Signal Boxes in the South Eastern Division". 23pp dated 
June 1962. Vertical fold.   £10

176 BR(M) Midland Lines signalling notice No.1G re resignalling in the Nottingham area dated 1968. 
Plus similar Western Lines notice 980G re Camden area (1965), 375G re Willesden area (1965), 
400G re Manchester area (1960). (4)  £5

177 BR(M) Western Lines signalling notices No.15G re Dudley port area (1966), 980G re Camden 
area (1965), 375G re Willesden area (1965). Plus BR(E) LT&S line signalling notice re Barking 
dated 1959 (poor). (4)  £5
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178 Seven BR(E) large sized typescript forms "Site Work Memorandum" detailing track work to be 
carried out in the Little Bytham area on various dates in 1974. Details work to be done and staff 
involved.  £10

179 BR(M) Signal Engineers Department plan of signalling alterations at Topley Pike. Approx 40" x 
18" on paper, dated 1956. Folded.  £10

180 BR(ScR) signalbox Gradient Diagram for the Wick to Georgemas section. 9" x 30" on hardboard, 
undated. ex box condition.  £10

181 NIDD VALLEY LIGHT RAILWAY hanging card of Telephone Codes. Approx 8" x 4", dated 
September 1907.  £10

182 W.R. SYKES INTERLOCKING SIGNAL CO catalogue of SYX signalling equipment. Binder type 
hardback covers containing approx 200pp illustrated guide to company products. Circa 1920s.   
£10

183 LONDON TRANSPORT instruction manual "The Signalling System of the Victoria Line". 
Clothbound card covers, 93pp dated June 1968.  £10

Lots 184 - 207: Paperwork

184 NEATH AND BRECON RAILWAY Neath Branch "Goods Guard's Report - Up Trains". Large 
size, red print listing all the stations and sidings. Unused. Plus similar in blue print for down 
trains.  £10

185 FISHGUARD & ROSSLARE RAILWAYS & HARBOURS "Certificate as to Closing of Sufferance 
Road". Foolscap size, some foxing and edge tears. Unused.  £5

186 LNER "Parcels etc Delivery Book" from Scotsgap station. Card covers, 100+ pages duly 
completed between 1938 and 1940. Well used condition.  £10

187 Five CALEDONIAN RAILWAY documents relating to the Oban - Ballachuilish branch. Includes 
memos and audit department passenger returns. All dated 1903. (5)  £10

188 GNSR notebook type booklet "Shore Guard's Register". 50+ pages duly completed to show 
details of goods from station to quay and vice versa. Used at Aberdeen Waterloo in 1896.  £10

189 Small quantity of GNR(I) paperwork items including map, free pass, various circulars. Dated 
1900s - 1910s. Condition varies. (Qty)  £10

190 Collection of pre-grouping paper including 46 LBSCR telegrams, 20 Caledonian Railway 
waybills, 20 Highland Railway, 20 Midland Railway, 16 Hull & Barnsley Railway, 7 LD&ECR. 
(Qty)  £5

191 SWINDON, MARLBOROUGH & ANDOVER RAILWAY. Collection of six documents dated 1869 
- 1875 mainly relating to the opening of the railway, including programme of opening day events, 
admission ticket, ceremony of turning of the first sod, etc. (6)  £10

192 Two WEAR VALLEY RAILWAY hand written transfer certificates for £25 and £50 shares dated 
1854. Plus two share broking receipts for similar shares. Same date. (4)  £5

193 SMALL QUANTITY of K&ES and BR forms, waybills, memos, wagon labels all relating the Kent 
& East Sussex Railway/branch. Most dated 1950s. Condition varies, some poor.  £10

194 ALBUM containing approx 70 items of early railway paperwork with examples from smaller 
companies including London and Norwich Direct, Norfolk Railway Co, Liverpool, Crosby & 
Southport Railway, Shrewsbury & Welshpool Direct Junction Railway, London & Birmingham 
Railway. (Qty)  £10

195 LMS. Over 50 typescript pages relating to proposed closure of stations. Details staffing and 
traffic, savings and relocation. Covers various stations in the Barrow district. Some dated 1928.  
£10

196 Six railway company ENVELOPES with company name printed or embossed on flap or front. 
Examples from MR Accountants Derby, CR Central Station Hotel Glasgow, LNER (advert), LMS, 
Charing Cross Hotel, GWR Locomotive & Carriage Department. Used and unused. (6)  £14
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197 Six railway company ENVELOPES with company name printed or embossed on flap or front. 
Examples from LNWR Euston Hotel, L&SWR, LNER, GNR(I), LNWR, B&CDR. Used and 
unused. (6)  £14

198 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Collection of approx 35 paperwork items relating to the Caledonian 
Railway. Includes memos, letters, warrants and a number of magazine cuttings. Also includes a 
nice coloured company bookmark. (Qty)  £10

199 Six documents relating to the taking over by the GWR of all the London area road vehicles 
supplied by Hazeldine's for a sum of £12090 at the end of the contact between the two 
companies. Includes headed letters and reports. Dated 1882.  £10

200 Eight GWR "Register Cards" for overhead travelling cranes, lifts, traversing table, jib crane. 
Foolscap sized detailing technical info. (8)  £10

201 GREAT YARMOUTH & STALHAM RAILWAY (overprinted Yarmouth and North Norfolk Railway) 
fully headed letter from Great Yarmouth. Date unclear.  £10

202 SEAFORTH & SEFTON JUNCTION RAILWAY (overprinted Seaforth Railways Joint Committee) 
fully headed letter from the Secretary's Office, London. Dated 1918.  £10

203 CORK AND BANDON RAILWAY COMPANY receipt for payment of the 8th share call dated 
1847. Red print.  £10

204 Nine DIVIDEND WARRANTS with examples from MR, GNR, HR, LNER, East & West Yorkshire 
Union, LNWR, G&SWR, NBR, etc. (9)  £10

205 Three issues of THE MECHANICS MAGAZINE dated 1842 - 1843 with articles on early railways. 
Disbound. Plus 1938 issue of The Mirror with an article on the GWR. (4)  £10

206 Four UNITED STATES PATENT DOCUMENTS dated 1900 - 1903 concerning loco fireboxes 
and other inventions. Each ornate with attached red seal and insert diagram of item. (4)  £10

207 WALLSEND SLIPWAY & ENGINEERING COMPANY share certificate for 100 'New Preference' 
shares dated 1931. Ornate scrolled title, red print, attached red seal, cancelled. Plus company 
instruction book for patented liquid fuel burner. (2)   £5

Lots 208 - 240: Share Certificates
208 VALE OF NEATH RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 

printed on pale blue paper, attached red coloured seal, not cancelled.   £10
209 LEICESTER AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY share script certificate for 5 £20 shares deposit 

paid. Not dated but circa 1845. Ornate title, not cancelled, folded.  £10
210 EASTON & CHURCH HOPE RAILWAY unissued share certificate for £20 preference shares 

dated 18xx. Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, pink coloured print, not cancelled.  £10
211 GORSEDDA JUNCTION AND PORTMADOC RAILWAYS COMPANY share certificate for one 

£10 share dated 1875. Ornate scrolled title with illustration of Fairlie locomotive at top. Embossed 
seal, not cancelled, folded.  £10

212 DARLINGTON & BARNARD CASTLE RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1854. 
Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded.  £10

213 FOREST OF DEAN CENTRAL RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 'Six Per Cent Preference 
Share' dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, printed on pink paper, embossed seal, not cancelled.  
£10

214 NORTHERN COUNTIES UNION RAILWAY share certificate for one share dated 1846. Ornate 
scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

215 LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER AND NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE JUNCTION RAILWAY share 
certificate for one £20 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, engraving of coat-of-arms top 
centre, large red embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

216 BRISTOL & EXETER RAILWAY Debenture Bond for £500. Large size, 2pp, dated 1859. Seal 
removed in cancellation.  £10

217 SOUTH YORKSHIRE DONCASTER & GOOLE RAILWAY share certificate for a £20 share dated 
1847. Ornate scrolled title, brown print, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10
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218 BRIDPORT RAILWAY large sized mortgage certificate. Ornate title, unused, folded, weak at 
worn folds.  £10

219 SOUTH DURHAM AND LANCASHIRE UNION RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share 
dated 1857. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

220 CITY OF GLASGOW UNION RAILWAY mortgage bond for £100,000 dated 1869. Large format, 
folded. Plus unused share certificate for B preference stock dated 18xx and similar for D 
preference consolidated stock dated 1876 (heavily cancelled). (3)  £10

221 SOUTHERN RAILWAY share certificate for £100 of 'Debenture B Stock' dated 1881. Ornate 
scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

222 CITY RAILWAY certificate for ten shares, £2 per share deposit paid. Smaller size, red print on 
vellum, dated 1836. Some staining.  £10

223 BORDER COUNTIES RAILWAY share certificate for £20 shares dated 186x. Red print, not 
used, counterfoil attached.  £10

224 BUCKFASTLEIGH, TOTNES AND SOUTH DEVON RAILWAY share certificate for £1000 of 'B 
Debenture Stock' dated 1880. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, neat punch cancellations.  
£10

225 WATERFORD, DUNGARVON AND LISMORE RAILWAY share certificate for ten £10 shares 
dated 1875. Ornate scrolled title, borders and side embellishment, mauve print, embossed seal, 
overstamped cancellations. Plus share transfer certificate dated 1892 and UTA guide book for 
tours by train and coach dated 1952. (3)   £5

226 ABINGDON RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1855. Ornate title, blue paper, 
punch cancelled through embossed seal.  £10

227 AYRSHIRE & GALLOWAY RAILWAY share script certificate for five £25 shares deposit paid. Not 
dated but circa 1845. Printed on blue paper, folded, overwritten 'Registered'.  £10

228 BALA & FESTINIOG RAILWAY share certificate for £800 of 'debenture stock' dated 1898. Ornate 
scrolled title and side embellishment, red print, stamp cancellations.  £10

229 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE RAILWAY share certificate for £500 of 'Guaranteed Stock 1852' dated 
1861, Ornate scrolled title with company logo top centre. Pen cancellation, some discoloration 
along top edge not affecting print.  £10

230 BRISTOL & SOUTH WALES UNION RAILWAY Debenture Bond for £257. Large size, 2pp, dated 
1862. Seal removed in cancellation.  £10

231 BRIDPORT RAILWAY share certificate for ten £10 shares dated 1881. Ornate title, salmon 
coloured paper, embossed seal. Several punch cancellation including ones through seal.  £10

232 AYLESBURY & BUCKINGHAM RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1867. 
Ornate scrolled title, grey underprint, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

233 BURRY PORT AND GWENDREATH VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for one £100 share 
dated 1866. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10

234 CARLISLE & SILLOTH BAY RAILWAY AND DOCK COMPANY share certificate dated 1855. 
Ornate title, blue paper, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded.  £10

235 CARMARTHEN AND CARDIGAN RAILWAY share certificate for £1500 of £5 per cent debenture 
stock dated 1879. Ornate scrolled title, brown print, embossed seal. Several ink cancellations 
and punch cancelled through seal.  £10

236 CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 
embossed seal, green paper, not cancelled.  £10

237 DIRECT LONDON AND EXETER RAILWAY with extension to Falmouth and Penzance share 
script certificate for twenty £25 shares deposit paid, dated 1845. Green print, not cancelled, folds 
and wear.  £10

238 SAN PAULO BRAZILIAN RAILWAY share certificate for one £20 share dated 1860. Ornate 
scrolled title, company crest near centre, embossed seal, not cancelled.  £10
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239 EAST KENT COLLIERY COMPANY share certificate for 113 five shilling shares dated 1909. 
Large size, ornate title in blue print with engraving of prancing horse top centre. Embossed seal, 
not cancelled, folded.   £5

240 WESTERN COUNTIES SHIPPING COMPANY large format £100 mortgage debenture certificate 
dated 1920. Ornately printed with blue borders, embossed seal, not cancelled, folded.  £5

Lots 241 - 244: Early and Historical Paperwork

241 BATH AND WEYMOUTH GREAT WESTERN UNION RAILWAY 20" x 18" letterpress poster 
announcing that notice is to be made to Parliament for the construction of the railway. Dated 
December 1836. Plus a small card announcing the second reading in Parliament and a 
handwritten note book containing traffic information. (3)  £10

242 BATH AND WEYMOUTH GREAT WESTERN UNION RAILWAY "Prospectus". 8pp including 
map of line, dated 1836.  £10

243 NORTH & SOUTH UNION RAILWAY plan and proposal for the line between Sheffield and 
Skipton via Huddersfield and Halifax. 24" x 12", undated. Folded and with tape repairs to folds.  
£10

244 HARDBACK BOOK containing pop-up 3 - D stereoscopic view of The Thames Tunnel from 
Rotherhithe to Wapping. Clothbound covers, opening to show pull out section with viewing holes 
that show view of people in the tunnel. Circa 1842. Some wear.   £10

Lot 245: Acts of Parliament

245 GWR copy of the HMSO booklet "Railways Act 1921". Part leather bound hardback covers, 
89pp.  £10

Lots 246 - 259: Manufacturers' Catalogues (loco etc.)

246 ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH landscape format publication in English and Spanish. Illustrated 
card covers showing company loco, 56pp detailing locos built by the company. Circa 1940s. 
VGC.  £10

247 BEYER PEACOCK/BR(W) maintenance and overhaul manual (mechanical parts) for type 3 
diesel hydraulic locos (Hymek). Green clothbound hardback folder with title in gold on front. 
500+ pages plus diagrams. Dated 1962.   £10

248 BEYER PEACOCK & CO published hardback book detailing the company's war efforts. 70+pp 
published 1945. Covers slightly rubbed.  £10

249 BROWN - BOVERI LIMITED published glossy coloured booklet "Electric and Diesel Electric 
Traction". Colour photo covers, 116pp guide to products and technology, dated March 1961.  £10

250 BRUSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO brochure "4000hp Diesel Electric Locomotive 
Kestrel". Photo covers show front view of loco, 8pp, fully illustrated, published circa 1966.  £10

251 WILLIAM FOSTER & CO (Lincoln) catalogue of traction engines. Card covers, 44pp, fully 
illustrated, circa 1920s. Slight wear to covers, generally OK.  £20

252 FOWLER (Leeds) 8pp booklet detailing the particulars of the company 90HP steam locomotives. 
Photo illustration of 0-4-2 loco on front. Circa 1920s.  £10

253 FOWLER (Leeds) 8pp fold out leaflet for company diesel locos. Photo illustration of head on 
view of the 70HP crude oil locomotive. Fully illustrated, circa 1920s.  £10

254 BEYER PEACOCK & CO published 24pp booklet "Garratt Patent Articulated Locomotives - 
some recent notable types". Illustrated paperback covers, circa 1920s. Covers slightly worn and 
detached.  £10

255 HUNSLET ENGINE CO. catalogue. Card folder containing 100+ pages of information, details 
and photos of locos manufactured by the company. Dated 1930s.  £10

256 HUNSLET ENGINE CO 4pp leaflet announcing company products after acquiring the goodwill 
of Kerr Stuart and Avonside Engine Co. Photo illustrated, dated 1936.  £10
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257 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY souvenir booklet issued to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the company 1903-1953. 116pp, card covers with metal diamond "worksplate" on 
front cover (damage to point at r/h).   £10

258 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY Instruction Manual for the operation and 
maintenance of NBL-MAN diesel engines. Clothbound hardback folder with company diamond 
logo on front, 30+pp, circa late 1950s.   £10

259 SCAMMELL Mechanical Horse & Trivan instruction book. Illustrated card covers showing 
vehicle, 58pp plus fold out diagram, 3rd edition circa 1940s. Annotations.  £10

Lots 260 - 266: Maps, RCH unless stated

(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)
260 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of the South of England dated 1885. Dmf into leather bound hardback 

covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, wear and darkening to map.  £10
261 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of England & Wales dated 1878. Dmf into clothbound hardback covers 

with title in gold on front. Covers worn, spine poor, some wear and marking to map.  £10
262 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the Edinburgh & Glasgow District dated 1898. Dmf into 

(probably later) thick card covers. Large ink stain on rear.  £10
263 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1921. Dmf into clothbound 

hardback covers with title on front. Covers, especially spine, poor. Map very poor/grubby.  £10
264 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Staffordshire & District dated 1902. Dmf, covers missing, 

tape repair to fold.  £10
265 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England and Wales dated 1915. Small edition, dmf into 

hardback covers with title in gold on front. Cover very worn, spine very poor, map very worn/
grubby.  £10

266 PAPERWORK ITEMS. Small quantity relating to advertising and ordering of Airey's and RCH 
maps from the publishers, dated 1870s-1900s. (Qty)  £10

Lots 267 - 275: Maps

267 NER lacquered map on rollers of the railway and connections dated 1907. 36" wide, faults, very 
worn/poor.  £10

268 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the Railways in England & Scotland. Clothbound coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound card covers with title on paper label on front. 6th edition circa 1850. Slight cover 
wear, map OK.  £10

269 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the Railways in England & Scotland. Clothbound coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound card covers with title on paper label on front. 5th edition circa 1845. Cover wear and 
tape repair, remnants of label on front, map OK.  £10

270 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY plan of East and West Connections. Part 
coloured paper map in RCH style, 6 miles to 1", 30" x 20", rolled, edge tears.  £10

271 CRUCHLEY'S Railway and Station Map of Kent. Coloured paper map folding into orange 
coloured covers. Circa 1860s. Cover wear, wear and foxing to map.  £10

272 SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY RCH type map showing the projected SWR extensions. Approx 
36" x 18", dmf, dated 1847. Some wear.  £10

273 CARDIFF RAILWAY COMPANY plan of Bute Docks dated 1915. Part coloured 400ft to 1" plan 
dmf into card covers. Good condition.  £20

274 NER "Railway Map North Eastern System 1883". RCH type map dmf into hardback clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front. Some wear to covers, map OK.  £10

275 End of collection selection including maps from London Transport, SR and GWR maps. Reid's 
and Murray's timetables. SR timetable for Kent coast services, etc. Condition varies.  £10
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Lots 276 - 318: Plans

276 Seven BR(E) District Plans showing system map for the various districts. Some coloured. Rolled. 
(7)  £10

277 BR large sized landscape format book "Boiler Diagram Book - Former LNER Locomotives". 50+ 
diagrams in hardback, clothbound covers, dated 1948 with later amendment sheets.  £10

278 BRISTOL & GLOUCESTER RAILWAY drawing No.6 showing a road bridge at unknown location. 
Hand coloured 48" x 29" on paper, undated. Tape repairs, many faults and tears to edges.  £10

279 Six BR(E) plans on paper of Cambridge station produced for various alterations. Dated between 
1968 and 1970. Folded, duplication. (6)  £10

280 Three LNER plans of the Cambridge area on linen showing track layout and adjoining land. Each 
1 chain to 1" covering Trumpington Road to Hills Road, Hills Road to Mill Road and Mill Road to 
Coldhams Lane. Dated 1923. Some wear. (3)  £10

281 GER small sized plan on paper of the Silvertown Tramway. Dated 1913. Plus a few attached 
notes regarding ownership and usage.  £10

282 GWR general arrangement drawing of the crab of a 20 ton fixed hand crane. Coloured drawing 
on cloth backed paper, dated 1896. Large size, folded.  £10

283 GWR Swindon large sized diagram showing position of engines on a 65ft turntable. Cloth 
backed, folded, dated 1904.  £10

284 GWR (possibly) large sized plan of the Moretonhampstead branch from Newton Abbot towards 
Teigngrace. Detailed, large sized, OS type map on paper. Undated. Minor faults.  £10

285 GWR office copy plan of the new station at Newbury. Large size, 40ft to 1" on paper showing 
track layout and station buildings. Dated 1908. Folded.  £10

286 GWR general arrangement drawing of a 16ft tipping turntable for 20 ton coal wagons. Coloured 
drawing on cloth backed paper, dated 1927. Large size, folded.  £10

287 LT&SR plan of Gravesend Pier passenger and goods stations and nearby properties. Linen 
backed plan on paper showing purchase, lease and sale information. Original plan circa 1919, 
amendments added to 1976. Plus another similar. (2)  £10

288 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Bilbster station. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, 40" x 
26", undated. Dusty/grubby, edge tears.  £10

289 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Bonar Bridge station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 
26" wide, very long, dated 1905. Dusty/grubby, creased.  £10

290 HIGHLAND RAILWAY Kyle Extension general plan of Durinish station. Coloured plan on paper, 
30" x 26", undated. Dusty/grubby, edge tears.  £10

291 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Georgemas station. 40ft to 1" coloured clothbound plan, 
26" wide, very long, dated 1904. Dusty/grubby, large tape repairs on rear.  £10

292 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Halkirk station. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, 40" x 
26". Dated 1889. Dusty/grubby, edge tears.  £10

293 Small quantity of HIGHLAND RAILWAY documents relating to the Kyleakin Pier. Includes small 
plans relating to the proposed extension of the line from Stromeferry to Kyle. Dated 1890s - 
1900s. (Qty)  £10

294 HIGHLAND RAILWAY general plan of Mosstowie station. 40ft to 1" coloured plan on paper, 36" 
x 26" dated 1895. Dusty/grubby, edge tears.  £10

295 HIGHLAND RAILWAY Wick & Lybster Railway general plan of Ulbster station. 40ft to 1" coloured 
clothbound plan, 30" x 20" dated 1903. Dusty/grubby, severe staining to top edge.  £10

296 FOLDER containing approx 41 pages of illustrations of parts for the BR L1 type loco as built by 
Robert Stephenson & Hawthorn circa 1948.  £10

297 Nine LMS plans on linen showing proposed warehouses and offices at Cambridge to be built on 
the corner of Hills Road and Brooklands Avenue. Includes track plan before commencement of 
scheme. Undated. (9)  £10
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298 LMS plan on linen showing depot at Cambridge Hills Road/Brooklands Avenue. 40ft to 1", 
undated.   £10

299 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.4 section Leicester and Nottingham District. 
Clothbound, folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Creasing to label, 
annotations to map. Undated.  £10

300 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.1 section London District. Clothbound, folding 
into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Some loss to label. Undated.  £10

301 LMS general arrangement drawing of a ventilated meat van. Large size on paper, dated 1926. 
Tatty at edges. Plus similar for a ventilated refrigerator van dated 1925. Folded. (2)  £10

302 LNWR plan on linen showing "Details of Permanent Way as used on the London & Birmingham 
Railway". Shows details of fish bellied rails, chairs, sleepers, etc. Dated 1906.  £10

303 Three BR(E) Chief Mechanical & Electrical Engineer Doncaster general arrangement plans of 
Liverpool Street - Shenfield electric units. Dated July 1962. Each 19" x 10", folded.  £10

304 Eight NB LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY smaller sized plans on linen showing tank and tender locos 
manufactured for various European and Middle Eastern countries. Various dates. (8)  £10

305 BR Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from St.Pauls Road Goods Junction, Lamport 
Station, Croes Newydd North Fork, Shap Quarry, Burton & Holme No.2. Dated 1950s - 60s. 
Folded. (5)  £10

306 BR Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from Shap Summit, Penrith No.1, Clifton & 
Lowther, St.Pancras, Harrison's Sidings Shap. Dated 1950s - 60s. Folded. (5)  £10

307 Thirteen BR(M) Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans relating to the Carlisle area. Dated 
1950s - 60s. Folded. (13)  £10

308 BR Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from Eden Valley Junction, Southwaite, 
Grayrigg Station, Mortimer St Junction, Shap Station. Dated 1950s - 60s. Folded. (5)  £10

309 BR Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from South Acton Junction, Burton & Holme 
No.1, Oxenholme No.1, Gerrards Cross, Low Gill Junction. Dated 1950s - 60s. Folded. (5)  £10

310 Five BR(M) signalling plans produced for the abolition of signalboxes at Clapham Junction (near 
Ingleton), Skipton, Kettering, Aston Branch Sidings, Chinley South Junction. Dated 1960s. (5)  
£10

311 Five BR(M) signalling plans produced for the abolition of signalboxes at Radcliffe Junction, 
Aspen Colliery, Windsor Bridge No.2, Corby South, Basford Junction. Dated 1960s. (5)  £10

312 Five BR(M) signalling plans produced for the abolition of signalboxes at Heaton Mersey East & 
West, Bedworth and Newdigates Sidings, Cheadle Heath, New Mills Goods Junction, Flixton. 
Dated 1960s. (5)  £10

313 Four BR(M) signalling plans produced for the abolition of signalboxes at Carrington Sidings, 
Wellington No.2 to Newport (Donnington) singling of line, Lincoln Street Crossing, Ashton 
Branch Sidings. Dated 1960s. (4)  £10

314 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from Reading West Junction, Reading 
Main Line West, Reading Main Line East, High Wycombe North, Goring & Streetley. Dated 
1950s - 60s. Folded. (5)  £10

315 LMS Northern Division South Western District plan of proposed rail facilities for Shell Mex at 
Ardrossan Harbour. Very large coloured plan on linen, dated 1925. Folded.  £10

316 Two BR office copy track plans showing Shirebrook South to Bulwell Forest and Egginton 
Junction to Awsworth Junction. Each approx 48" x 10" on paper. Undated. (2)  £10

317 SR plan on paper of the proposed escalators at City station on the Waterloo & City Railway. 
Large sized, 16ft to 1". Dated 1939.  £10

318 LNER large sized Wymondham to Dereham 25" to 1 mile detailed plan showing landownership 
of the area around the line with details of sales etc. Coloured clothbound plan folding concertina 
style into clothbound hardback covers. Amended and annotated. Various dates.  £10
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Lots 319 - 323: Signal Box Diagrams

319 LNER signalbox diagram "Hexham West" showing the line from Newcastle towards Carlisle. 60" 
x 24", dated 1942. Ex box condition.  £10

320 BR(M) signalbox diagram from Chaul End signalbox showing the line from Luton West towards 
Dunstable. 24" x 14", dated 1955. Several tape repairs on rear.  £10

321 BR(E) (probably) office copy diagram of signals and table of locking for Corby Glen station. 
36" x 12" on paper showing station and running lines with list of signal levers and locks below. 
Undated. Folded.  £10

322 BR(W) Signal Engineer's office copy signalbox diagrams from Kidderminster, Croes Newydd 
South Fork, Newbury Racecourse. Dated 1960s - 80s. Folded. (3)  £10

323 BR Signal Engineer's office copy signalling plans from Oxenholme No.2. Plus plans produced 
for the introduction of one train in steam Bickershaw Junction to Wigan Goods Yard, Old Hill 
Junction - Halesowen severing of branch, abolition of signalboxes at Elmley Lovett, Huskisson, 
Aylestone Junction & Glen Parva, signalbox diagram Gobowen North. Dated 1950s - 60s. 
Folded. (7)  £10

Lots 324 - 334: Timetables (Bradshaw)

(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)
324 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 

label on front. 70+pp, dated April 1842. Some wear, bindings very loose, covers nearly detached.  
£10

325 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 70+pp, dated 1842. Very worn, bindings very loose, tape repairs and detached 
pages.  £10

326 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 70+pp, dated April 1845. Some wear, bindings very loose, covers nearly detached.  
£10

327 Facsimile reprint of BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY TIMETABLE. Pocket sized, green clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front, dated October 1839.  £10

328 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, green clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 50+pp, dated October 1839. 1901 reprint.  £10

329 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 50+pp, dated October 1839. Some wear, covers faded, bindings very loose.  £10

330 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
label on front. 50+pp, dated 1840. Some wear, bindings loose.  £10

331 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated March 1949. 1127pp. Wear to covers and spine.   £10
332 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1951. 1127pp. Bound, without covers, into 

contemporary hardback covers with title in gold on spine.   £10
333 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated August 1955. 1184pp, bound into modern hardback 

covers.  £10
334 BRADSHAW'S CONTINENTAL RAILWAY GUIDE dated May 1934. 462pp plus adverts, map 

missing. Library labels and annotations on front.    £10

Lots 335 - 357: Timetables (Public)

335 LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY time and faretable booklet dated February 1839. 
Paperback, 32pp including travel guide, hackney coach fares, etc plus fold out map. Good for 
age.  £20

336 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY PTT dated May 1914. Blue print covers showing coat of arms, 172pp 
plus fold out map. Slight foxing to covers, rear cover and map detached.  £10
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337 L&YR PTT dated October 1901. Blue and red decorative paperback covers, 220pp, no map. 
Spine taped.  £10

338 L&YR timetable cover. Blue, clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms and name in gold on 
front and advert for express routes on rear. Good condition.  £10

339 GNR PTT dated August 1873. Paperback covers with red overprint announcing issue of 3rd 
class tickets. Foolscap sized, 52pp plus tourist arrangement section. Spine taped, very worn, 
repairs to inside of covers.  £10

340 NER PTT booklet dated November 1918. Smaller sized, brown and black print on yellow cover, 
80pp. Cover dusty, small ink stain on rear.  £10

341 ASHOVER LIGHT RAILWAY pocket sized, 4pp thin card timetable. Blue covers, dated August 
1925. Worn.  £10

342 FURNESS RAILWAY pocket sized PTT booklet. Blue paperback covers, 70pp dated October 
1920. Very worn/poor condition.  £10

343 HIGHLAND RAILWAY PTT dated October 1922. Salmon coloured paperback covers showing 
coat of arms, 50pp plus fold out map (detached). Minor wear.  £10

344 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY 14" x 10" timetable poster for the Christmas 1935 Holiday 
Service. Folded/creased.  £10

345 SR PTT. Emergency issue dated October 1939. Green print on brown covers, 554pp.   £5
346 SR Brighton Electric 24pp timetable for extension of electric services to Brighton, Hove and 

Worthing. Blue, green and yellow covers showing EMUS on viaduct. Dated January 1933.  £10
347 LNER PTT dated September 1936. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers, 458pp plus fold 

out maps. Slight cover wear.    £10
348 LNER PTT dated September 1938. Foolscap sized, orange and black covers, 478pp, no fold out 

maps. Some cover wear.    £10
349 LNER PTT of London suburban services from and to King's Cross, Moorgate, Aldersgate, 

Farringdon, Broad Street. Orange covers, 100pp plus fold out map, dated May 1933.  £10
350 LNER PTT of ECML services to and from Scotland. Orange covers, 8pp, centre folding, dated 

September 1927.   £5
351 LMS PTT dated September 1929. Foolscap size, red covers, 620pp no fold out maps. Wear and 

creasing to covers.  £10
352 LMS PTT of suburban services to and from Euston, Broad Street and Wembley, Harrow, Watford, 

Bletchley, Richmond, Kew Bridge, etc. 95pp dated April 1928. Covers very worn, rusty staples 
removed.  £10

353 LMS PTT for services in the Chester and North Wales District. Maroon covers, centre folding, 
92pp plus fold out map, dated July 1938. Marked at fold. Plus similar for express services from 
and to London. 28pp dated April 1940. (2)  £10

354 GWR PTT dated October 1869. Yellow paperback covers, 75pp plus adverts and fold out map. 
Spine taped otherwise good condition.  £10

355 GWR PTT dated September 1930. Cream and brown covers, 254pp plus fold out map. Minor 
spine wear where disbound.   £10

356 GWR PTT dated July 1937. Cream and brown covers, 282pp plus fold out map. Covers worn.   
£10

357 GWR PTT dated June 1947. Cream and brown covers, 156pp plus fold out map. Slight foxing to 
covers.   £10

Lots 358 - 387: Timetables (Working)

358 NER timetable cover for the WTT. Green clothbound hardback covers with name in gold on front. 
Good condition.  £10

359 LNER Southern Scottish Area Southern District WTT. 101pp dated September 1937. Foxing to 
covers.  £10
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360 LNER Southern Area WTT Lincoln District. 209pp dated May 1946. Foxing and annotations to 
cover.  £10

361 LNER section H WTT Lincoln District. 198pp dated June 1947. Foxing to covers.  £10
362 GWR No.3 section of the service timetable covering Reading, Newbury, Westbury, Chippenham, 

Trowbridge, Castle Cary and Weymouth. 72pp dated May 1943. Cover wear.  £10
363 GWR No.4 section of the service timetable covering freight trains Bristol to and from Didcot, 

Standish Junction, Severn Tunnel Junction and Highbridge. 155pp dated October 1944. Slight 
cover wear.  £10

364 GWR No.9 section of the service timetable covering freight trains in the Cardiff area. 82pp, dated 
October 1944.   £10

365 SR Western Section notice PX No.1 re Emergency Passenger Train Service. 76pp timetable for 
use in the event of invasion. Dated September 1941.  £10

366 LMS Western Division sections 1-5 WTT of passenger trains. 558pp dated July 1939. Slight 
cover wear.  £10

367 LMS Western Division sections 1-5 WTT of passenger trains. 296pp dated October 1943. Spine 
taped.  £10

368 BR(M) Central Division section 4 WTT for passenger trains between Blackpool, Preston, Lostock 
Junction and branches. 26pp dated June 1952. Covers worn and marked.   £10

369 BR(M) Midland Division section 16 WTT of freight trains between Gloucester and Bristol and 
branches. 18pp dated June 1952. Spine split, covers very worn/poor and detached.  £10

370 BR(M) Central Division sections A-F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp dated September 1954. 
Small loss to worn covers.   £10

371 BR(M) Central Lines sections A-F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp dated September 1962.   
£10

372 BR(M) Central Division sections 1-9 WTT of freight trains. 411pp dated June 1951.  £10
373 BR(M) Western Division sections 1-5 & 7 WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp dated June 1951.  

£10
374 BR(M) Midland Division sections 1-3 & 5-6 WTT of passenger trains. 200+pp dated June 1951.   

£10
375 BR(M) Western Lines sections A, C, D, F & G WTT of passenger trains. 500+pp, dated June 

1961. Front cover missing.   £10
376 BR(M) Midland Lines sections A-G WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp, dated September 1963.   

£10
377 BR(M) Western Lines sections A, C, D, E & F WTT of passenger trains. 400+pp, dated June 

1965. plus supplement No.2 dated September 1965.   £10
378 BR(M) Midland Division section 6 WTT of passenger trains between Derby and Bristol and 

branches. 36pp dated May 1948. Spine worn and taped.   £10
379 BR(M) Midland Division section 6 WTT of passenger trains between Derby and Bristol and 

branches. 36pp dated June 1951. Covers very poor, spine taped.   £10
380 BR(M) Midland Division section 6 WTT of passenger trains between Derby and Bristol and 

branches. 36pp dated June 1952. Tape repairs to very poor covers.   £10
381 BR(M) Midland Division section 6 WTT of passenger trains between Derby and Bristol and 

branches. 36pp dated June 1950.   £10
382 BR(W) Cardiff Division sections E & F WTT of freight trains in classes 7, 8 and 9 Cardiff and 

Swansea Districts. 94pp dated June 1963. Bound into modern clothbound hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. VGC.  £10

383 BR(W) No.6 section of the service timetable covering Plymouth to and from Ashburton Junction 
and Penzance. 163pp dated May 1949. Bound into modern clothbound hardback covers with 
title in gold on spine. VGC.  £10

384 BR(ScR) sections A - F WTT of passenger trains. 300+pp dated September 1954.  £10
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385 BR(ScR) sections 3 - 7 WTT of freight trains. 224pp dated September 1953. Some cover and 
edge wear.  £10

386 BR(S) Southern District Somerset & Dorset Line section S&D WTT of passenger, milk & freight 
trains. 45pp dated June 1952. Small section neatly cut from top edge of cover, not affecting text.  
£10

387 BR(S) Southern District Somerset & Dorset Line section H WTT of freight trains. 12pp dated 
June 1955.  £10

Lots 388 - 393: Appendices to Working Timetables

388 NER Appendix to the General Rules and Regulations and to the WTT - Volume 1. 294pp dated 
March 1922. Covers worn and detached.   £10

389 GWR Appendix to No.11 section of the service timetable covering Pontypool Road, Hereford, 
Leominster, etc. 66pp dated September 1912. Covers very stained.  £10

390 GWR Appendix to No.14 section of the WTT covering Oxford, Worcester, Shrewsbury, 
Cheltenham and Wolverhampton. 99pp dated March 1914.  £10

391 GWR Appendix to No.2 and 17 sections of the service timetable covering the area around 
Paddington. 55pp dated January 1939. Front cover poor and detached.  £10

392 LNER Southern Scottish Area "Appendix to the Rules and Regulations and to the WTT". 391pp 
dated March 1937. Slight cover wear.  £10

393 BR(W) Appendix to No.4 section of the service timetable covering Bristol to and from Didcot, 
Standish Junction, Lydney, Severn Tunnel Junction and Highbridge. 177pp dated December 
1948.  £10

Lots 394 - 434: Handbills

394 Seventeen BR glossy leaflets and handbills including several Western Region area type PTTs 
with steam loco or DMU illustration on cover. Dated early - mid 1960s. (17)  £10

395 Approx 30 BR(ScR) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Dated mid 
1950s - early 1960s. (30)  £10

396 Approx 40 BR(E) single page excursion and cheap tickets handbills from London area stations 
to East Anglia and south coast destinations. Dated 1948 - 1962. (40)  £10

397 APPROX 30 mostly BR(M, E, NE & W) handbills for excursions etc. Single and multi page 
examples from 1950s - 80s. (30)  £10

398 Approx 50 BR(M) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills, many from 
stations in NW England. Includes a few with DMU logo at top. Dated 1960s. (50)  £10

399 Approx 50 BR(M) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills, many from 
stations in NW England. Includes a few with DMU logo at top. Dated 1960s. (50)  £10

400 Approx 50 BR(M) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills, many from 
stations in NW England. Includes a few with DMU logo at top. Dated 1960s. (50)  £10

401 Approx 18 BR(E) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Includes opening 
of Woodhead new tunnel (punch holes) and Grimsby & Immingham Railway withdrawal of 
service between Corporation Bridge and Cleveland Bridge (also with punch holes). Dated early 
1950s - early 1960s. (18)  £10

402 APPROX 30 BR(M) folding handbill type timetables. Mostly for services in NW England, many 
with DMU, steam or diesel illustration on front. Dated early 1960s. Occasional duplication. (30)  
£10

403 Approx 50 BR(M) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills, many from 
stations in NW England. Includes a few with DMU logo at top. Dated 1960s. (50)  £10

404 Approx 30 BR(S) excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Many dated 1949 and on coloured 
paper, most with string tears at top and some with loss. (30)  £10

405 Approx 24 BR(S) longer type excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Many on coloured paper, 
most with string tears at top. Dated early 1950s. (24)  £10
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406 Approx 30 BR(S) mostly single page excursion and cheap tickets handbills, many in Kent. Dated 
mid 1950s - early 1960s. (30)  £10

407 Approx 38 BR(S) mostly longer type excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Many on coloured 
paper, most with string tears and loss at top. Dated early 1950s. (38)  £10

408 Approx 11 BR(S) longer type excursion and cheap tickets handbills to events including Goodwood 
Motor Racing, Kent County Show, Sussex County Show, Farnborough Air Show, etc. Many on 
coloured paper, most with string tears and loss at top. Dated early 1950s. (11)  £10

409 Approx 20 BR(S) excursion and cheap tickets handbills including longer types. Includes several 
to the Isle of Wight. Many on coloured paper, most with string tears and loss at top. Dated 1949 
- 1962. (20)  £10

410 Approx 40 BR(S) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Dated mid 1950s 
- early 1960s. (40)  £10

411 Approx 35 BR(ScR) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills. Dated mid 
1950s - early 1960s. (35)  £10

412 Approx 30 BR(W) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills from South Wales 
area stations. Includes a few to race meetings at Chepstow and Bath. Dated 1960s. (30)  £10

413 Approx 30 BR(W) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills from South Wales 
area stations. Includes a few to race meetings. Dated 1960s. (30)  £10

414 Approx 30 BR(W) single and multi page excursion and cheap tickets handbills including Cornwall 
and Devon locations. Dated 1960s. (30)  £10

415 BR. Eight Camping Coach handbills, mostly Western Region "Camping Coaches for Happy 
Holidays" examples dated between 1956 and 1962. (8)  £10

416 BR(W). Ten handbills in the "A New Cruise" series advertising trips around Dartmouth Harbour 
and on the River Dart. Dated 1954 - 1960. (10)  £10

417 Five GWR handbills for excursions from stations in the Bristol and Bath area to football matches 
involving Bristol City and Bristol Rovers. Dated 1902. Minor faults. (5)  £10

418 LNER 8pp handbill "Camping Coaches and Apartments for Care-free Holidays" dated May 1940. 
Green print with cover illustration by "B" showing family and coach.  £10

419 Eight LNER multi page handbill type leaflets "Train Service Arrangements" for Coronation Day 
1937 and Silver Jubilee Celebrations 1935. 8 - 32pp covering GE section main line & suburban, 
GN section main line & suburban, GC section. (8)  £10

420 15 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions to coastal destinations from Yorkshire area 
stations. Includes one giving notice that the River Ure Navigation will be closed 2nd - 8th July 
1943. Pin holes to some. (15)  £10

421 10 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions, many from the Yorkshire area, some with 
the "Meet the Sun on the East Coast" logo at top. Dated 1937 - 1939. Pin holes to all. (10)  £10

422 15 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions, some to race meetings and some for the 
St.John Ambulance Association. Dated 1934 - 1937. A few with string tears. (15)  £10

423 15 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions, many from the Yorkshire area. Includes 
Visitors to Evacuees tickets, November 1939 and steam railcar services between Leeds and 
Ilkley with railcar illustration at top, dated June 1928. Pin holes and string tears to some. (15)  £10

424 15 LNER single and multi page handbills for excursions, many from the Nottingham and Yorkshire 
area including market tickets and railway exhibition at Lincoln. Dated 1923 - 1938. String holes 
to some. (15)  £10

425 LNER 8pp handbill type leaflet "Christmas Period Excursions - Birmingham, Gloucester, etc". 
Blue, red and black pictorial cover showing snowy scene and saxophonists by "T". Dated 1928. 
Sting tear and loss top l/h corner. Plus similar leaflets with coloured covers for Monthly Return 
Tickets from the north east (1937), West of England via Banbury Easter Excursions (undated), 
Autumn Holiday Excursions (1929). (4)   £10
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426 LNER handbill for rugby league match between Hunslet and Bradford Northern, February 1939. 
Plus six BR excursion handbills for rugby league and rugby union matches including cup final at 
Wembley. Dated 1957 - 64. (7)  £10

427 15 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions, many from the Yorkshire area, including 
evening and half day examples. Dated 1935 - 1939. Pin holes to most. (15)  £10

428 15 LNER mostly single page handbills for excursions, many from the Yorkshire area, some for 
buffet car tourist train with photo illustration of buffet at top. Dated 1928 - 1939. Pin holes to 
some. (15)  £10

429 LNER. Fourteen handbills including horse race meetings, market tickets and holiday excursions 
all involving East Anglian area stations. Dated 1928 - 1946. String tears to some. (14)   £10

430 Nineteen mostly LNER handbills. Single and multi page examples, many for Autumn Holiday 
Period Excursions. Dated late 1920s - late 1930s. No apparent duplication. (19)  £10

431 Nineteen mostly LNER handbills. Single and multi page examples, many for Autumn Holiday 
Period Excursions. Dated late 1920s - late 1930s. No apparent duplication. (19)  £10

432 Nineteen mostly LNER handbills. Single and multi page examples, many for Autumn Holiday 
Period Excursions. Dated late 1920s - late 1930s. No apparent duplication. (19)  £10

433 Nineteen mostly LNER handbills. Single and multi page examples, many for Autumn or Summer 
Holiday Period Excursions. Also includes excursion from Liverpool to the British Empire 
Exhibition. Dated mid 1920s - late 1930s. No apparent duplication. (19)  £10

434 Nineteen mostly LNER handbills. Single and multi page examples, many for Autumn or Summer 
Holiday Period Excursions. Dated late 1920s - late 1930s. No apparent duplication. (19)  £10

Lots 435 - 500: Publicity Material (see also Lots 561 - 572)
435 LSWR pocket sized leaflet "Lower Fares. Cheaper Season Ticket Rates". Illustrated covers, 16pp 

fold out type opening to show map of London local lines from Waterloo with fares information on 
rear. Circa 1914.   £10

436 NER official publication "Cyclists' Guide to North Eastern England". Illustrated paperback covers, 
136pp plus fold out map, published 1901. Covers loose, small tear to map.  £24

437 NER souvenir booklet "North Eastern Railway Ambulance Train". Illustrated paperback covers 
showing photo view of train. 16pp illustrated guide to the train. Dated October 1917. Vertical fold.  
£14

438 NER "Tourist Programme" dated November 1902. Paperback, foolscap sized, covers showing 
system map and views of local sights. 84pp, faults to very worn covers.  £10

439 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY booklet "The True Line Tourist Guide to Holiday Tours & Excursions in 
Scotland". Artwork covers showing company coat of arms, 174pp plus fold out map, dated May 
& June 1914. Some wear to spine.  £10

440 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official publication "Through Scotland by the Caledonian Railway". 
Coloured pictorial covers. 170pp, dated 1905. Covers worn, some spine loss.  £5

441 HIGHLAND RAILWAY "Handbook to The Highland Railway". 217pp plus adverts. Coloured 
pictorial covers, 6th edition dated 1887. Covers very poor, bindings loose.  £10

442 L&YR official publication "A Day Among the High Moorlands - Rivington Pike". Coloured 
paperback covers, 28pp illustrated guide with fold out map, circa 1912.  £10

443 L&YR School of Signalling "Programme of Distribution of Prizes and Certificates for the Session 
1918 - 1919". Paperback covers with coat of arms on front, 42pp including photo illustrations of 
signalling equipment. Dated January 20th 1920.  £10

444 GER official publication "Seaside and Countryside in East Anglia" by Percy Lindley. Illustrated 
card covers showing birds in flight, 64pp plus fold-out map, published circa 1900. Covers slightly 
faded.  £10

445 GNR official publication "Twixt Thames & Tweed". Hardback pictorial covers showing York 
Minster. 207pp plus adverts, published circa 1910s. Covers very rubbed.  £5
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446 NBR published "Midland & North British Tourist Guide". Illustrated paperback covers, 64pp plus 
adverts. Dated 1889. Rusty staples removed otherwise OK.  £10

447 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official publication "Official ABC Tourist Guide to the Highlands of Scotland 
via the Highland Railway". Coloured pictorial paperback covers showing river and hunting scene. 
110pp published in 1921.  £10

448 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY Coronation Souvenir book. 36pp 7"x11" specially published by 
the CLR in 1911. Contains 15 coloured views with full description on opposite page. Thick green 
card covers with gilt spine and stamped gilt lettering surrounding portrait of their majesties in 
raised card frame. Slight wear.  £10

449 LNWR Temperance Union 20" x 15" poster showing photo illustrations of company servants and 
their pledges. Dated 1910. Folded, punch holes and very worn.  £10

450 MSJ&AR souvenir booklet for the Electrification of The Manchester - Altrincham Train Service on 
May 11th 1931. Card covers, 20pp plus adverts. Foxing to covers, stain on rear cover.  £10

451 CHEMINS DE FER BRITANNIQUES published booklet "Vacances en Ecosse". Coloured 
pictorial covers by NWH showing scenic view, 64pp illustrated guide with fold out map, dated 
1935. Produced for the French market with text in French.  £10

452 LNER published guide book "London - The World's Largest City". Coloured pictorial paperback 
covers by Fred Taylor showing marching band. 36pp dated 1933. Spine split, covers worn.   £10

453 LNER paperback timetable booklet "Clyde Coast via Craigendoran". Coloured pictorial covers 
showing paddle steamer and yacht, 28pp timetable of services, tours and excursions. Dated 
June 1937. Small annotations on cover.   £10

454 LNER official publication "England & Scotland" by Dell Leigh. Coloured pictorial cover by Fred 
Taylor showing ruined abbey, 64pp plus fold-out map, dated 1937. Guide to the various areas of 
Britain served by the company. Annotations to pages at end.  £10

455 LNER pocket size, staff issue, booklet: "How to Help The Railway". Card covers with "winking 
eye" logo, 24pp dated June 1933. Very worn/poor. Front cover missing.  £5

456 LNER publication "The LNER Exhibit at the British Empire Exhibition 1924". 22pp, slight foxing 
to covers.  £5

457 LNER official publication "How the LNER Carries Exceptional Freight Loads". Red and black 
card covers showing 50-ton wagon. 43pp fully illustrated guide to unusual freight loads. Dated 
May 1929. Some 'bleeding' of red covers through to first few pages  £5

458 LNER 4pp timetable leaflet for services of ECML express trains from London to the Fifeshire and 
Forfarshire coast. 4pp, red print, dated July 1923.  £10

459 LNER 12pp fold out brochure "Growth and Development on the LNER". Covers the development 
of the locomotive from the Stockton & Darlington Railway in 1825 to the LNER in 1924. Produced 
for the British Empire Exhibition. Vertical crease.   £10

460 LNER paper ticket for the Silver Jubilee train 1st class supplementary fare for trains between 
Newcastle, Darlington and King's Cross. Printed on blue paper, unused, counterfoil present but 
detached. Plus similar on salmon coloured paper for 3rd class supplement. (4)  £10

461 LNER 6pp fold out programme for the railway exhibition at York on 14th October 1934. Photo 
illustration on front showing A3 loco on Scarborough Flyer train.  £10

462 LNER 4" x 3" thin card public notice "The LNER regrets that owing to the special type of coaches 
used on The Coronation etc it has been found necessary to prohibit the conveyance of dogs, 
etc". Blue print.  £10

463 LNER 12pp fold out type brochure "Cruises of the Northern Belle - Coronation Year". Photo 
covers show blue coloured view of steamer on Loch Lomond. Opens to show details of facilities 
on board, route map and train layout. Dated June 1937. Slight wear.   £10

464 LNER 6pp leaflet "Eclipse of the Sun - Arrangements at Richmond". Shows plan of town and 
arrangements. Dated 29th June 1927. Some evidence of Tipex repair to map.  £10

465 LNER North Eastern Area fold out map. Opens to show map with adverts on rear. Possibly ex 
guide book.  £10
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466 LNER General Strike PTT leaflet "Summary of Passenger Trains constituting the 50% of the 
normal service which will run from Sunday 23rd May 1926". Brown print, 21pp.  £10

467 LNER booklet "West Riding Limited - Bradford, Leeds, London". Red and white covers, 12pp 
detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated May 1939. Some foxing.  £10

468 IRISH TOURIST ASSOCIATION map of Ireland. Red and green coloured artwork covers, 
opening to show rail and road map with travel information on rear. Dated 1939. Advert for LMS 
on front. Slight wear.  £10

469 LNER 20pp fold timetable leaflet "LNER Train Service to & from Scotland by East Coast Route". 
Illustrated covers showing silhouette view of London, Edinburgh and the Flying Scotsman. 
Green and black print, dated July 1924.  £10

470 LNER 8pp leaflet "Eclipse of the Sun - what to see and where to see it in its totality". Gives details 
of the event with centre page map showing the area of totality. Dated 29th June 1927.  £10

471 LNER 4pp leaflet advertising "The Coronation - London and Edinburgh (392 miles) in Six Hours". 
Blue print, opening to show list of locomotives named after commonwealth countries with details 
of amenities on the train on the back. Undated. Horizontal fold.  £10

472 LNER 1pp smaller sized leaflet for The Coronation Streamline Train advertising an additional 
stop on the northbound journey at Newcastle. Blue print showing times and supplementary 
fares.  £10

473 LNER 8pp fold out timetable leaflet for "Improved Express Train Service" for perishables and 
parcels traffic from GWR and SR stations in the south and west of England to the Midlands, 
north east and Scotland via Banbury. Green print, dated September 1931.   £10

474 LNER 4pp thin card, pocket sized leaflet "Cheap Day Return Tickets issued Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, Thursdays from King's Cross, Liverpool Street, Marylebone". Blue print listing 
fares, dated October 1946.  £10

475 LNER 3" x 2½" double sided, thin card timetable for services to Grimsby and to Newmarket after 
the Manchester Races of 22nd November 1930. Small cartoon type racing illustration by "TP" at 
top. VGC.  £10

476 LNER official publication "Salmon & Trout Rivers served by the LNER" by Joseph Adams. 92pp 
circa late 1920s. Covers dusty.  £10

477 LNER guide book "Holidays in Belgium via Hull and Zeebrugge". Illustrated covers showing river 
scene, 16pp, dated 1925.  £10

478 LNER official publication "On the LNER with a Stereoscopic Camera". 12pp booklet of photos 
with a 3-D effect when viewed through the stereoscopic viewer supplied. Undated, covers 
slightly dusty, vertical fold.  £10

479 LNER Christmas Card from the Passenger Manager (Southern Area). Coat of arms in colour on 
cover. Dated Christmas 1947.  £10

480 LNER 12pp timetable leaflet "Travel Service and Cheap travel from Carntyne". Blue print 
showing timetable and fares. Undated.  £10

481 LNER 12pp fold out type brochure "Week-End Cruises to the Continent". Photo covers show 
sepia coloured view of woman hanging on the rigging. Opens to show views of life on board with 
travel details on rear. Dated June 1938.   £10

482 LNER publication "Apartments and Hotels Guide 1924 - North Eastern Counties". Illustrated 
card covers showing map of area, 280pp plus fold out map. Covers dusty.  £10

483 LNER paper napkin showing maps of seven of the Weekly Holiday Season Tickets in the Scottish 
area. Green and black print, good condition.  £10

484 LNER 8pp booklet "Tourist Tickets from Burton on Trent". Dated May 1925. Plus similar for 
Stafford, Hucknall (Central and Town), Eastwood & Langley Mill, Melton Mowbray. (5)   £10

485 LNER 20pp booklet "Tourist Travel Facilities from Derby Friargate". Dated 1925 season. Plus 
similar covering Grantham. (2)  £10
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486 LNER 4pp thin card leaflet "The Silver Jubilee - Britain's First Streamline Train". Blue and black 
covers showing "Silver Link" loco. Opens to show timings with system map on rear. Undated.   
£10

487 LNER pocket sized booklet "Tariffs of Hotels in England & Scotland". Green card covers, 48pp 
guide to charges at all the company hotels. Dated August 1937. Annotations, scuffs to cover.  £10

488 LNER booklet "Solving the most fascinating problem of the Year". Photo illustrated covers 
showing Scarborough beach. 16pp photo illustrated guide to destinations and activities. Circa 
early 1930s. Slight wear and small fold tears.  £10

489 LNER admission card for entrance to platform 7 of King's Cross station for the naming of the 
locomotive "Coldstreamer" on 20th June 1939. 3" x 2" thin card, blue print.  £10

490 LNER 8pp fold out leaflet "Austria via Harwich". Lilac print with cover illustration of sailor and 
map of cross channel routes. Opens to show timetable and map of Europe. Dated October 1937.  
£10

491 LNER booklet "The Coronation - The First Streamline Train King's Cross for Scotland". Coloured 
pictorial covers by Frank Newbould showing "Dominion of Canada". 16pp dated May 1938. 
Worn.   £10

492 LNER booklet "West Riding Limited - The First Streamline Train". Coloured pictorial card covers 
showing A4 at speed. 12pp detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated May 1938. 
Punch hole top l/h corner.  £10

493 LNER booklet "The Coronation - The First Streamline Train". Coloured pictorial card covers 
showing A4 at speed. 16pp detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated September 
1937. Very worn.  £5

494 BIG 4 published booklet "Facts About British Railways". Coloured pictorial covers by Tom Purvis 
showing train at speed, 28pp dated November 1930. Slight foxing to covers.  £5

495 LMS publication "Holidays by LMS". Illustrated covers showing map of country and photos of 
activities . 336pp dated 1947.  £10

496 LMS publication "Walking Tours". Coloured pictorial paperback covers, 126pp, undated. Details 
tours and fares in Manchester area. Plus another similar, 227pp dated February 1931. Covers 
very worn on both. (2)  £5

497 GWR booklet produced for the visit of Their Majesties the King and Queen to Swindon April 28th 
1924. Grey covers with coat of arms of the company and town. 16pp, fold out plan of the works 
missing. Covers very poor.  £5

498 BEMROSE & SONS published "Great Western Railway Panoramic Guide". Foolscap sized, 
64pp "Along the Line" type guide with fold out map (torn). Circa 1874. Disbound, no covers.  £10

499 HARDBACK version of the GWR publication "Historic Sites & Scenes of England" from the 
Orient Line "SS Ormonde". 96pp plus plates in red bindings with title, coat of arms and name of 
vessel in gold on front. Dated June 1924. Covers very worn.  £10

500 SR 44pp handbill type time and faretable booklet "Cheap Day Tickets in the Isle of Wight". 
Printed on blue coloured paper, dated April 1930. Fading to edge of covers.  £10

Lots 501 - 560: Small Hardware Items

 

501 Hornby 0 gauge, Railway Accessories No 1, A825, trolley, name tag machine, luggage, etc, good 
though box poor. (6)

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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502 A calendar, Johnson Hatter and Outfitter Nottingham, 1886, humorous image titled Tug Of War, 
showing men trying to pull donkey out of the path of oncoming train, card, 20½"x15".

503 A set of Bulleid Pacific cab plates, Cab Spray Pipe, Generator, Reverse Lubricator, cast brass 4 
1/2" x 6" (3)

504 The Book Of British Railway Station Totems, D Brennand and R Furness, 212 pp, Sutton 
Publishing, 2002, also other railwayana titles. (4)

505 An armband, N.B.R, FLAG-MAN enamel, 4" x 3". £10
506 A shedplate 1A Willesden (1935 to September 1965). This ex LNWR shed was home to over 130 

locos in the 1950s and in its final few months still maintained 70. Repainted.
507 A seal, ABERDOVEY, LMR, from the Cambrian Coast route. Engraved brass and wood, height 

3".
508 A lever collar, FOG LEVER, cast iron 7"x 3" with rear brackets to fit over lever.
509 An LNWR embossed brass makers plate from a handlamp, Loco Dept Makers Crewe.
510 0 gauge platform furniture, ticket machine, name tag machine, bench, luggage, driver, etc. (9) 

£10
511 A Cashbag plate, BR LADYSBRIDGE, ex Banff branch GNSR. £10
512 An LMS silver plated menu holder by Butler of Sheffield, LMS coat of arms central.
513 An NER serving spoon, Refreshment Rooms Harrogate. 8 1/2".
514 An armband, LOOK-OUT, L&NWR, enamel, 4"x3", with strap and buckle.
515 An LMS ornate silver plated bowl by Walker and Hall, with coat of arms.
516 A South African Railway tenderplate, 2117, cast brass, 7" x 4 1/4", cast brass, front repainted.
517 A Vesta tin, Terminus Hotel Brighton, black on yellow label, discoloured.
518 A medallion, Holborn Viaduct and Blackfriars Bridge Opening, 1869, white metal, 1¼" diameter. 

£10
519 Hornby 0 gauge, Railway Accessories No 43949, twelve milk cans, boxed.
520 A shedplate 12A Carlisle Kingmoor (1935 to 1949 and February 1958 to January 1968), also 

Carlisle Upperby (1950 to February 1958). The ex CR shed at Kingmoor used this code twice. 
During its second spell as a LMR shed it had 120 locos allocated. Patriots, Royal Scots, Princess 
Royals, Coronations, Clans, and no fewer than 51 out of 55 Britannias were allocated here 
during this period. Ex LNWR shed Carlisle Upperby had around 80 locos in the 1950s, and it too 
had a star studded cast of Patriots, Jubilees, Royal Scots and Coronations. Repainted.

521 A Southern Railway Marine Dept jam spoon, length 6¾.
522 An armband, LSWR, LOOK-OUT, enamel, 4"x3".
523 A GWR platform lamp name glass, SHIPLAKE (Henley Branch), black background on milk glass, 

14½"x3". £85
524 An LNER silver plated tea strainer by Walker and Hall.
525 A Vesta case Great Northern Hotels, London and Leeds.
526 An LMS carriage print, Leamington Bridge and Pump House, sepia, in an original frame.
527 An LSWR nickel guard's whistle, company initials on side.
528 A LSWR season ticket holder in brass and enamel, 1 1/2" diameter with label Shepperton and 

City 1st Class inserted. £20
529 An armband, MR, LOOK OUT, enamel, 4"x3", with strap and buckle.
530 A monogram transfer, London Chatham and Dover Railway, mounted on board with beading, 

overall 20½"x11½".
531 An LNER silver plated menu holder by Elkington.
532 A Southern Railway Marine Dept pickle fork, with ball handle and barbed tines, by Elkington, 

length 6".
533 An LNWR brass armband with leather strap.
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534 A GWR Award Medallion, Arts and Crafts, 1935, E Johnson, bronze shield, awarded by the 
social and educational union, original box.

535 A shedplate 50A York (1949 to June 1967 for steam, totally March 1984). This ex NER shed had 
180 locos allocated in the 1950s; 5 A1s, 6 A2s, 4 B1 Antelopes, and 10 D49 Hunts. In the 1960s 
it was home to the few remaining A1 Pacifics, and much later became host to the magnificent 
Deltics. After closure it was transformed into the National Railway Museum. Repainted.

536 A pair of LNWR lever plates, G W Starting, From L&NW Up Main, cast iron, each 5½"x3½". (2)
537 A pair of tinplate wagon plates, Welbeck Colliery (Warsop) GC. 9 1/4" x 6 3/4", and Welbeck 

LMS, a little wear, 6 3/4" x 4 3/4". (2)
538 An LSWR Refreshment Department corkscrew and bottle opener within a wooden sheath, 

overall length 3½".
539 An LNWR shelf plate, BOLLO LANE, a signal box in the Acton area, engraved 4 1/4" x 1".
540 An armband, NBR, LOOK-OUT, enamel, 4"x3", with strap and buckle, minor edge chips.
541 An LNER silver plated salt spoon, by Walker and Hall, length 3½".
542 A shedplate 56B Ardsley (October 1956 to October 1965) This former GNR shed was originally 

in the ER (37A) and was then transferred to the NER. In late 1959 it had over 60 locos, and by 
1965 it housed 45, comprising 4 A1s and 8 B1 namers.

543 A silver plated mustard spoon, NER, Royal Station Hotel Hull, length 4¼".
544 A medallion, North Cornwall Railway Opening, 1893, Camelford, Boscastle and Tintagel, 

showing station nameboard, reverse showing Cornish coat of arms, base metal, 1½" diameter, 
with ribbon.

545 A monogram transfer, Barsi Light Railway, 1911, mounted on board with beading, overall 
20½"x11½".

546 A GWR Commercial Travellers Weekend Ticket Arrangements booklet and Certificate of ID to 
31/12/1908, gilt title on red, includes a quantity of unused vouchers, certificate and photograph, 
H E Thomas, St Paul's Square Birmingham, 3"x5".

547 A BR(S) framed phone circuit card, LAUNCESTON - PADSTOW, 1959, listing intermediate 
stations, 9"x6", beading at left side absent.

548 A pair of LMS silver plated sugar tongs, coat of arms pattern, length 4¾".
549 A shedplate 64B Haymarket (1949 to September 1963 for steam). This ex NBR shed's star filled 

allocation in 1959 numbered 5 A1s, 10 A2s, 15 A3s, 7 A4s, 4 B1 namers, 6 D11s, 4 D49s, and 2 
named J36s. This left only 16 unnamed engines in a total of 73!!! Its allocation of Deltics would 
also carry this code at some time in their life. The front repainted.

550 A Southern Railway liquid soap dispenser by Hortons of Rickmansworth, comprising glass globe 
and tilt mechanism, sx SR 1930s EMU.

551 A silver and enamel watch chain fob, Mottram and Hattersley Welcome Home 1920 / To H 
Matthews, Served in the Great War. Presented to a driver at Mottram Yard.

552 A shedplate, 52H Tyne Dock (February 1958 to September 1967). This ex NER shed, formerly 
54B, was home to 45 locos when it adopted this code. Repainted.

553 An LMS Hotels silver plated oyster fork, by Mappin and Webb, length 4¾".
554 A GWR platform lamp name glass, TAPLOW, raised blue lettering on frosted background, 

15"x3". £85
555 An armband, SE&CR, LOOK-OUT, enamel, 4"x3", with strap and buckle.
556 An LMS Hotels silver plated salt spoon, length 3½".
557 Hornby 0 gauge, Railway Accessories No 2, A826, milk cans and truck, complete and boxed, 

light rust in places.
558 An LSWR Servants' Orphanage lapel badge, blue and white enamel, with raised green enamel 

locomotive in the centre, diameter 1¼".
559 A South African Railway tender plate 1759, MP1, cast brass 7 1/4" x 4 1/4", cleaned but 

unpainted.
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560 A Self Cleaning, SC, shedplate of Scottish origin the back showing the wording Engine District 
etc as seen on Scottish shedplates.

Lots 561 - 572: Publicity Material

561 HYMEK locomotives matchbook cover advertising company locos. Illustrated design showing 
Trevithick's loco with modern locos on rear. Match part removed.   £10

562 ALEXANDER STEPHEN & SONS (shipbuilders) souvenir booklet detailing the war efforts of the 
company 1939 - 1946. Paperback, fully illustrated, 24pp.  £10

563 MACBRAYNES published publicity booklets "See Scotland's Wonderland" (1950), "Scotland via 
MacBraynes" (1950s), time and fares leaflet 1995. Plus ten modern colour postcards showing 
company ships and BR(ScR) booklet "Circular Tours in Scotland" (1954). (Qty)  £10

564 CORK & MACROOM DIRECT RAILWAY 8pp fold out timetable and guide "The Tourist's Route 
to Glengarriff and Killarney". Pocket sized, green and gold artwork covers, dated 1911.  £10

565 CDRJC 8pp fold out leaflet "Excursion Arrangements". Red print on yellow with cover illustration 
of Rossnowlagh. Opens to show map of Northern Ireland with timetable on rear. Dated June 
1958. Marked at top edge of cover.  £10

566 ATCHISON TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILROAD 6" x 3" advert "The New Colossus of Rhodes" 
advertising the new California route from the south west to San Francisco. Illustrated front, dated 
1882.   £10

567 MEXICAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY 24pp fold out guide to Oaxaca and Southern Mexico. Opens 
out to show coloured map with guide on rear. Dated 1905.   £10

568 CHEMIN DE FER PLM booklet "Thermal Resorts". Artwork covers, 40pp illustrated guide to 
locations, circa 1928. Text in English.   £10

569 CHEMINS DE FER DE L'EST guide book dated 1910 season. Coloured pictorial covers showing 
view of Venice, 56pp guide to tourist destinations. Text in French.  £10

570 BRITISH & IRISH RAILWAYS published centre folding brochure "Vos Vacances dans les Iles 
Britannique". Photo and artwork type pictorial covers, 24pp illustrated guide with fold out map, 
circa 1930s. Produced for the French market with text in French.  £10

571 WERKSPOOR NV (Netherlands) souvenir booklet detailing the history and products of the 
company (including locos and trams) 1827 - 1952. Paperback, fully illustrated, 24pp.  £10

572 UNION CASTLE LINE publication "Guide to South and East Africa". Clothbound hardback 
covers, 492pp plus adverts and fold out maps. 1911-12 edition. Marking to covers.  £10

Lot 573: Brochures (Advertising and Publicity)

573 LNER. Two coloured brochures: "Looking at England", "On Either Side Edinburgh, Fort William, 
Inverness & Aberdeen" (covers detached). Circa 1930s. Plus LNER 8pp illustrated leaflet 
"Whitley Bay the Pride of Northumbria - The Resort with a Personality" and another similar.  (4)  
£10

Lots 574 - 581: Menus

574 MENU and wine list for the British Berlin military train. 4pp yellow coloured thin card opening to 
show menu and wine list with operational information on rear. Circa late 1960s.  £10

575 LNER Felix Hotel, Felixstowe 2pp thin card lunch menu dated 18th April 1930. Coat of arms in 
green at top.  £10

576 LNER breakfast menu from the LNER naval review cruise on board SS Amsterdam. Thin card 
with red and blue illustration at top showing flotilla of warships. VGC.   £10

577 LNER Secretary's Department menu and programme for the 14th Annual Dinner at the Great 
Eastern Hotel, Liverpool St, December 7th 1937. 4pp thin card, blue print, opening to show 
menu and programme of music with toast list on rear.  £10

578 LNER York Station 1st Class Dining Room dinner menu for 10th July 1933. 1pp thin card with 
coat of arms in blue at top.  £10
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579 LNER breakfast menu from the Royal Station Hotel York on 11th July 1933. 4pp with pictorial 
front showing view of York Minster by Geoffrey Wedgwood. Opens to show menu and information 
with system map on rear. Dusty.  £10

580 LNER luncheon menu and wine list dated 7th February 1931. 4pp with pictorial front showing 
view of the castle and cathedral at St.Andrews by Ian Strong. Opens to show wine list and menu 
with system map on rear. Creasing and wear.  £10

581 LNER menu from the Coronation train. Blue, red and gold print showing English and Scottish 
coat of arms. Opens to show wine list and dinner menu for 13th July 1937. Illustration of A4 loco 
Dominion of Canada on rear.   £10

Lots 582 - 599: Bus and Tram

582 ENGLISH ELECTRIC CO folder "Nottingham City Transport - Trolleybus Electrical Equipment 
Operation and Maintenance Instructions". 60+ typescript pages and diagrams plus large diagram 
in rear pocket covering operation of BUT trolleybuses fleet No. 572 - 586. Undated.  £10

583 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY folder containing "General Description of Trolleybus Electrical 
Equipment for Nottingham City Transport". 30+ typescript pages and diagrams. Dated May 
1948.  £10

584 BOUND VOLUME of Mansfield & District Traction Acts dated between 1901 and 1937 relating 
to the running of trams and conversion to motor buses. 200+pp in clothbound hardback covers. 
Bindings loose, some wear.  £10

585 LANCASHIRE UNITED TRANSPORT timetable booklet dated April 1949. Red covers, 120pp, 
small mark on cover.  £10

586 CITY OF OXFORD MOTOR SERVICES official motor bus route map. Fold out type. Plus fully 
illustrated fold-out route guide of suburbs of Oxford. Both circa 1930s. (2)  £10

587 VICTORIA COACH STATION souvenir booklet commemorating the 6th anniversary in March 
1938. Photo covers, 16pp, fully illustrated. Plus similar 8th anniversary souvenir booklet dated 
April 1940 with photo illustrated cover showing entrance covered in sandbags. (2)  £10

588 15 23 MON - SAT. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
589 16. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
590 17 MON - FRI. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
591 36 SUNDAY. Red lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
592 45 MON - FRI PEAK HOURS SAT - SUN FARE STAGE. Black and red lettering on white, ex stop 

condition.  £10
593 77 MON - FRI & SUNDAY. Black and red lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
594 77B SUNDAY. Red lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
595 79A MON - FRI RUSH HOURS. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
596 83 MON - SAT. Black and red lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
597 90 MON - SAT. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
598 97 MON - SAT. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10
599 484A FARE STAGE. Black lettering on white, ex stop condition.  £10

Lots 600 - 614: London Transport Maps and Brochures

600 LT pocket map sized information leaflet for the Central Line Extension to Stratford. 12pp fold out 
type opening to show map (small annotations). Dated October 1946.  £10

601 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map sized booklet "Town and Country 
Services by London's Motor Buses". 36pp with small illustration of Chertsey Bridge on front. 
Dated June 1923.  £10

602 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY Country Motor-Bus Routes pocket map and guide 
dated summer season 1926. Slight foxing and wear.   £10

603 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map and guide dated No.12 1928.  £10
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604 LONDON UNITED TRAMWAYS pocket map with revised fares and details of places to visit on 
the rear. Undated, some wear.   £10

605 LCC TRAMS pocket map and guide dated May 1931. Front shows blue and red illustration of 
Greenwich Park. Fold tears, some large.  £10

606 LCC TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide dated September 1914. Front shows illustration of LCC 
Central School of Arts and Crafts. Printed on green paper.  £10

607 LCC TRAMWAYS pocket map and guide dated November 1931. Front shows colour illustration 
of Victoria Embankment and sailing ship. Very worn, some foxing and fold tears.  £5

608 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket map and guide dated June 1914. Fold tears 
and tape repairs.  £5

609 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY pocket sized 8pp information leaflet "London Traffic 
Notes & News" dated June 19th 1915. Green print on green paper with photo illustration of 
woodland on front.   £10

610 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY "Map of London". LT style pocket sized map with maroon covers. 
Undated, print code G.1620/100,00.  £10

611 LT pocket map sized leaflet "Summer Outings & Excursions". Coloured pictorial covers showing 
woodland scene by Mansbridge. Details outings by tram, rail and bus. Dated 1935.  £10

612 LONDON UNDERGROUND "Stingemore" type map. Yellow coloured covers, undated. VGC. 
Plus four fold out LT maps, LGOC May 1923, No.4 1932, Underground March 1922, June 1924. 
All with faults. (5)  £10

613 LONDON UNDERGROUND pocket map and guide dated summer 1928.  £10
614 UNDERGROUND "Stingemore" type two fold thin card pocket map of London. Green and gold 

clothbound covers, circa 1910s. Slight wear.   £10

Lots 615 - 637: Ian Allan ABCs

615 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated 1943. Blue clothbound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. No underlining, spine faded.  £10

616 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated 1944. Blue clothbound hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. A few marks, covers worn.  £10

617 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated May 1949. Clothbound hardback covers, replacement 
photocopy dust jacket. No underlining, owners name inside front cover.  £10

618 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated January 1951. Clothbound hardback covers, 
replacement photocopy dust jacket. No underlining, slight wear.  £10

619 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated September 1951. Clothbound hardback covers, 
replacement photocopy dust jacket. Underlining throughout.  £10

620 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated March 1952. Clothbound hardback covers, 
replacement photocopy dust jacket. Some underlining.  £10

621 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated Summer 1954. Clothbound hardback covers, 
replacement photocopy dust jacket. A few marks and ticks.  £10

622 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated spring 1955. Green clothbound covers, no dust 
jacket, no underlining, fading to spine.  £10

623 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated summer 1955. Maroon clothbound covers, no dust 
jacket, no underlining.  £10

624 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated winter 1955/56. White clothbound covers, no dust 
jacket, no underlining, discolouration of spine.  £10

625 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated Winter 1955/56. Clothbound hardback covers, 
replacement photocopy dust jacket. Some pencil markings.  £10

626 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated Winter 1957/58. Laminated hardback covers, some 
underlining and marking.  £10
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627 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated Summer 1958. Laminated hardback covers, no 
underlining, minor wear.  £10

628 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated November 1964. Laminated hardback covers show 
class 47 loco. Good unmarked condition.   £10

629 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated April 1965. Laminated hardback covers show Deltic 
loco. Good unmarked condition.   £10

630 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated November 1965. Laminated hardback covers show 
Rugby flyover. No underlining, some delamination, owners name inside front cover.   £10

631 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated December 1969. Laminated hardback covers show 
Bristol Bath Road depot. No underlinings, owners name inside cover.  £10

632 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated summer 1966. Laminated hardback covers show loco 
35008. Good unmarked condition.   £10

633 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated December 1967. Laminated hardback covers show 
Western class loco. Cover wear, some underlinings.  £10

634 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volumes dated 1972, 1975 and 1979. All unmarked. (3)  £10
635 IAN ALLAN ABC hardback cloth covers for protecting ABC booklets. Red covers with title in gold 

on front. Used, owners name inside front cover.  £10
636 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. LMS locos January 1948, BR(M) September 1948, BR(W) April 1951, 

May 1960. No underlining, wear to some. (4)  £10
637 IAN ALLAN ABC booklets. SR locos June 1944, BR(S&W) October 1961, BR(E, NE ScR) 

November 1959, April 1957, October 1948. No underlining, wear to some. (5)  £10

Lots 638 - 644: Badges

638 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY brass cap badge showing company initials in capitals. Good 
used condition.  £10

639 LBSCR brass cap badge as worn by station masters. Shield shape showing coat of arms. Good 
used condition.  £10

640 NER enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. Red, white and blue enamel, 1" diameter 
with company name in full surrounding royal crown.   £10

641 MIDLAND RAILWAY rope style gilt cap badge showing company initials in scrolled style.   £10
642 MIDLAND RAILWAY chromed brass cap badge showing a left facing wyvern. Good condition.  

£10
643 BR(ScR) nickel and light blue enamel, lion over wheel, uniform cap badge "Porter".   £10
644 Small collection of AICCF delegates gilt and enamel pin badges with early 1960s examples from 

Brussels, Holland, Munich, Dublin, Paris. Plus other badges from various congresses in the 
1950s. Mostly good condition. (Qty)  £10

Lot 645: Buttons

645 Two LMS & LNE joint 23mm nickel buttons showing company initials (Froggatt 43/18). Slight 
dents to the front of both. (2)  £5

Lots 646 - 648: Paychecks

646 Oval shaped brass PAYCHECK "L(M)S Signal Works Engineers Dept".  £5
647 L&YR circular grey metal paychecks "Halifax Joint Goods" (x2), "Goods Dep Halifax" (x2), 

"Goods Dep Bury", "Goods Dep Southport" (x2). Plus LMS brass type "Goods Dep Halifax". (8)  
£10

648 APPROX 56 paychecks. Various mostly brass types from a variety of companies, mostly without 
locations. (56)  £10
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Lots 649 - 651: Office and General Equipment
649 CARTER PATERSON hanging card for placing in the window when a call is required. 6" x 8" in 

green and red with "CP" initials on front. Rear lists conditions of carriage. Dated June 1931.    £10
650 Three BR office type rubber stamps. "Chelmsford", "Skegness", "Marylebone Station London". 

All used ex office condition. (3)  £10
651 Three BR office type rubber stamps. "Chester", "Crewe", "Rugby Central". All used ex office 

condition. (3)  £10

Lots 652 - 662: Tickets

652 GER 3rd class half fare season ticket for use between Dunham and Swaffham. Issued 1919.  £10
653 QUANTITY of mostly BR platform tickets. Edmondson and AA types. Various red and no diamond 

issues. Countrywide selection of stations. (Qty)  £10
654 APPROX 275 mostly BR platform tickets. Edmondson, AA and thin card. Various red, green and 

no diamond types. Variety of stations, several Scottish noted. (Qty)  £10
655 QUANTITY of mostly pre nat Edmondson half tickets. Many SR noted. (Qty)  £10
656 Quantity of bus and a few rail tickets. Various types including card, punch and TIM issues. 

Several London noted including a few Gibson types.  £10
657 Large quantity of punch type bus tickets. Numerical and geographic types, many London noted 

including LPTB and LGOC fareboard types.  £10
658 Small quantity of bus company tickets. Mostly punch type with a few Insert Setright noted. Many 

London Transport numerical and geographical issues.  £10
659 Small quantity of bus and tram punch type numerical and geographical tickets. Includes a few 

pre decimal Glasgow Underground roll type tickets.  £10
660 Small quantity of bus company tickets. Mostly punch type with a few Ultimatic and Insert Setright. 

Variety of provincial and corporation operators.  £10
661 Small quantity of bus company tickets. Mostly punch type with a few Ultimatic and Insert Setright. 

London Transport and Scottish companies noted.  £10
662 LNER 2pp notice dated September 1946 re "Experimental Issue of Blank Paper Tickets by 

Bellgraphic Machines". Details locations of issue by the four main line companies and codes 
with illustrations of SR issues.   £10

Lots 663 - 669: Luggage Labels

Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-
Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.

663 GREAT WESTERN ROYAL HOTEL coloured luggage label used for passengers using the 
GWR Royal Hotel at Paddington Station London W2. Brown coloured with green edging top and 
bottom, lettering in orange and white, plus the GWR roundel symbol in green.  £10

664 SOUTHWOLD RAILWAY label "Walberswick". 7" x 1½", possibly a parcel or luggage label.   £10
665 APPROX 55 luggage labels from SR constituent companies including 22 LSWR (mostly on 

coloured paper), 17 SER/SECR, 6 LC&DR, 6 LBSCR (including examples on green paper), 4 
SR. One or two duplicates. (Qty)  £10

666 NORTH WEST. Approx 40 luggage labels from companies in NW England with examples from 
CLC, CK&PR, Furness, M&CR, M&SWJR, LNWR. No apparent duplication. (40)  £10

667 SCOTLAND. Approx 50 luggage labels from Scottish companies including Caledonian, GNSR, 
HR, G&SWR, NBR. No apparent duplication. (50)  £10

668 S&D. Approx 30 Somerset and Dorset line luggage labels with examples from SW & Midland 
Railway Companies S & Dorset Joint Line and SR & LMS. No apparent duplication. (30)  £10

669 Approx 54 GWR luggage labels. Various types including from and to examples and Westbury to 
Paddington on yellow paper. No apparent duplication. (54)  £10
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Lots 670 - 681: Parcel and Letter Stamps

670 CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS large sized 2d prepaid newspaper parcel stamp. Yellow paper, some 
loss bottom l/h corner. Used.  £10

671 COLNE VALLEY RAILWAY 4d parcel stamp. Blue print, unused.  £10
672 6 LMS & LNE Dundee & Arbroath Joint Railway newspaper stamps. Values ¾d (x3) and 1d (x3). 

(6)  £10
673 HIGHLAND & WICK & LYBSTER JOINT ½d newspaper label. Orange paper, unused.  £10
674 Four IRISH RAILWAYS letter stamps. West Clare Railway 2d green (slight wear), Cork & 

Macroom Direct Railway 2d green (corner loss), Cork & Macroom Direct Railway 2d blue, 
L&LSR 1d blue (used). All unused except where stated, some with hinge marks. (4)  £10

675 LETTER STAMPS. Small collection of 2d green letter stamps with examples from NSR, L&YR 
(overprinted 'threepence'), MR (used), GWR (used, poor), LSWR (overstamped Walton on 
Thames), LSWR (overstamped Sherborne). All unused except where stated. Most with hinge 
marks. (6)  £10

676 M&SWJR large sized ½d newspaper only parcel stamp. Unused, hinge mark on rear.  £10
677 NORTH BRITISH AND EDINBURGH & GLASGOW RAILWAYS newspaper only parcel stamp. 

Green underprint, appears unused.  £10
678 PEMBROKE & TENBY RAILWAY large sized 1d prepaid newspaper parcel stamp. Yellow paper 

with coat of arms in centre. Used.  £10
679 Four POST OFFICE stamps all with GWR perforations. Victoria 6d pink, Edward VII 6d purple, 

George V 2d orange, George VI 6d lilac.  £10
680 PRESTON & WYRE RAILWAY large sized 6d prepaid newspaper parcel stamp. Ornate design, 

brown print, small corner loss and damage at r/h edge where removed from album. Not used.  
£10

681 Three TAFF VALE RAILWAY large sized newspaper parcel labels. Two 1d 1lb and under 
examples from different time periods (both used and worn, one re-joined on back), 3d 24lbs and 
under on magenta coloured paper (unused but grubby). (3)  £10

Lot 682: Wagon Labels

682 Seventeen SCOTTISH pre-grouping wagon labels with examples from GB&KJR, NBR, G&SWR, 
CR, HR, etc. All used. (17)  £10

Lots 683 - 729: Postcards

Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 
by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.

683 GNR early intermediate size official card "Hatfield House". Blue frame, postally used 1900. 
Some creasing and wear.  £10

684 COMMERCIAL CARD "The Last Car for Chepstow Rd Newport, Mon" showing cartoon like 
coloured view of crowds on the tram. Published by Cynicus Publishing Company, postally used 
1907.  £5

685 G&SWR official card showing coloured views of station hotels at St.Enoch, Ayr and Dumfries 
plus views of Burns' Cottage and Mausoleum. Postally used 1904.  £5

686 G&SWR official card showing coloured views of station hotels at St.Enoch, Ayr, Dumfries and 
Turnberry. Postally used.  £5

687 LNER official card "North British Station Hotel, Edinburgh" (LNE009) showing colour view of 
exterior of hotel. Postally used, stamp removed. Plus unused plain postcard from the same hotel 
with LNER coat of arms top l/h corner. (2)  £5

688 Four CALEDONIAN RAILWAY official cards with coloured, tartan design border "Loch Fad, 
Rothesay" (CR303), "Entrance to Station, Strathyre" (CR296), "Ochtertyre, Crieff" (CR299), 
"Trossachs, River Achray and Ben Venue" (CR291). Used and unused. (4)  £20
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689 COMMERCIAL CARD showing coloured view of Camborne & Redruth Tramways "Tramming the 
Stone, East Pool Mine, near Redruth". Postally used, no stamp.  £14

690 Nine COMMERCIAL CARDS showing colour and B&W views of stations at Birmingham New 
Street, Holyhead, Bexhill, Hastings, LBSCR Victoria, Southampton Dock, Midland station Bath, 
Sowerby Bridge, Shrewsbury. Used and unused. (9)  £24

691 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing real photo views of GWR station at Newport (Mon). Two 
different platform views, station approach and booking office. Not postally used but annotated 
on rear. (4)  £20

692 NSR official "North Stafford Hotel, Stoke on Trent" (NS160) showing brown coloured vignette 
half view of outside of hotel. Postally used, stamp removed.  £10

693 Two SECR official Boulogne cross channel series cards "The Floating Dock" (SE106) and "Vue 
Generales" (SE105F). Both postally used 1905. (2)   £14

694 GER official correspondence card "The Pier Walton on Naze, Great Eastern Railway" (GE173-
1). Postally used 1905.  £10

695 Three METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY real photo cards showing tube stock exterior view 
and two different interior views (MD005, 006, 007). Not postally used. (3)  £18

696 Three CALEDONIAN RAILWAY STEAMERS official postcards "Brodick Bay" (CR566), "Arranton 
Bridge, Lamlash" (CR581), "Rothesay Looking West" (CR582). Postally used. (3)  £18

697 CALLANDER & OBAN RAILWAY official card "Ballachulish Hotel" (CR601). B&W view with red 
overprint. Not postally used.  £10

698 CALLANDER & OBAN RAILWAY official card "The Falls of Dochart, Killin" (CR612) showing 
sepia coloured view of falls. Perforated l/h edge. Not postally used.  £14

699 GCR official card "Welbeck Abbey - Print Corridor" (GC2560) showing sepia real photo view. 
Postally used 1906.  £10

700 G&SWR official poster card "To See the Land o' Burns - travel by Midland & G&SWRys. The only 
direct route" (GSW071 ). Postally used 1914.  £55

701 Six LNER official cards showing sepia coloured exterior views of hotels at Hull, Saltburn, 
Bradford, Newcastle, Leeds, West Hartlepool. Last three postally used. (6)  £10

702 Four LNER official cards showing sepia coloured exterior views of hotels at Sheffield, 
Sandringham, Peterborough, Grimsby Docks. Not postally used. (4)  £10

703 MIDLAND RAILWAY colour vignette official card showing "Queen's Hotel Leeds City Square" 
(MR235) and MR colour card "Adelphi Hotel Liverpool - the most modern hotel in Europe" 
(MR211). Second item postally used. (2)  £10

704 Eight colour and sepia LNER and LMS official cards showing hotels in Scotland including 
Aberdeen Glasgow, Edinburgh, Turnberry, Gleneagles. Most not postally used. (8)  £10

705 Seven LNER official cards showing views of the Felix Hotel including By Moonlight showing blue 
coloured aerial view of hotel. Most unused. (7)  £10

706 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing B&W station views at Stamford, Murrow, Wisbech (all 
platform views) and Stamford and Welland River (exterior view). Last example postally used. (4)  
£10

707 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views at Crow Park, Newark GN, Claypole, Abbots 
Ripton, (all B&W platform views). Most postally used. (4)  £10

708 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views at Heckington, Sibsey, Bardney, (all B&W 
platform views) and Station and Boston Road Spilsby (colour exterior view). First example 
postally used. (4)  £10

709 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views at Bingham, Sherwood (Nottingham) (both 
colour platform views), Gedling (B&W platform view), Newthorpe Station signalbox (real photo). 
Most postally used. (4)  £10
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710 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views at Willoughby, Swineshead, (both B&W 
platform views), Mablethorpe, Woodhall Spa (both colour platform views). Most postally used. 
(4)  £10

711 Four COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views at Highgate, Church End, (both B&W), 
Muswell Hill (colour), all platform views and Crouch End station from Hornsey Lane (B&W 
exterior view). Last example postally used. (4)  £10

712 GNR official card "Great Northern Station Hotel Leeds" (GN153) showing small B&W view of 
hotel exterior. Unused.  £10

713 GNR official card "Great Northern Victoria Hotel Bradford" showing small B&W view of hotel 
exterior. Unused.  £10

714 GNR official card "Great Northern Railway King's Cross Station, London" showing small B&W 
view of hotel exterior. Unused.  £10

715 GNR official card "Great Northern Station Hotel Peterborough" (GN160) showing small B&W 
view of hotel exterior. Used 1910.  £10

716 Three LNER official cards from "LNER Camping Coach" series showing three different real 
photo exterior views of coaches. All unused. (3)  £10

717 Eleven COMMERCIAL CARDS showing real photo views of locos on the Northern Belle land 
cruise circa 1933 and 34. Not postally used although with written captions on the back. (11)  £10

718 Six GNR early official cards by the Picture Postcard Company. "Horse Guards, Whitehall", 
"St.James's Palace", "Tower of London and Tower Bridge", "Foreign Office, St.James's Park", 
"Royal Albert Hall", "Lambeth Palace". All with sepia vignette and undivided back. Not postally 
used, minor faults to some. (6)  £10

719 Ten GNR correspondence cards showing B&W views of Sheringham, Ilkley, Cromer, Edinburgh, 
Sutton on Sea, Mablethorpe, Great Yarmouth, Skegness, Whitby, Bridlington. Most not used. 
Minor faults to some. (10)  £10

720 Seven DISTRICT RAILWAY real photo cards showing various interior and exterior tube stock 
views and company steam loco. Not postally used, small date stamp on front. (7)  £10

721 CORRIS RAILWAY official cards "Tal-y-llyn Lake and Pass, Corris Railway" (COR012/2) "Tal-y-
llyn Lake from Ystair, Dywyll, Corris Railway" (COR025/2), "Cader Idris from Corris Coach Road, 
Corris Railway" (COR011/4). All unused. (3)  £10

722 ALBUM containing approx 100 LNWR coloured official postcards showing scenic views. No 
apparent duplication. (100)  £10

723 APPROX 100 LNWR mostly B&W official postcards showing scenic and loco views. No apparent 
duplication. (100)  £10

724 STATIONS. Approx 45 commercial postcards showing views of stations, infrastructure, etc. 
Colour and B&W. Condition varies. (45)  £10

725 STATIONS. Approx 45 commercial postcards showing views of stations, infrastructure, etc. 
Colour and B&W. Condition varies. (45)  £10

726 APPROX 130 commercial postcards showing views of LMS, LNER and BR locos. Mostly B&W 
real photo issues. (130)  £10

727 APPROX 170 commercial postcards showing views of pre-grouping English company locos 
including GER, NER, NSR, L&YR, M&GN, etc. Colour and B&W. Condition varies. (170)  £10

728 APPROX 73 commercial postcards showing views of pre-grouping Scottish company locos 
including HR, GNSR, CR, G&SWR, SCR, NBR, etc. Colour and B&W. Condition varies. (73)  £10

729 DALKEITH. Approx 66 sets of Dalkeith postcards in their envelopes. Various subjects, no 
apparent duplication. (Qty)  £10
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Lots 730 - 812: Photographs

730 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Various locations 
circa 1940s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

731 YORKSHIRE. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station and steam & diesel loco 
views in Yorkshire circa 1950s - 90s. Quality varies. (100)  £10

732 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations circa 1920s - 1960s. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

733 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

734 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalboxes in 
Scotland circa 1940s - 1990s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

735 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

736 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

737 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS stations and signalboxes 
in England circa 1940s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

738 STATIONS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing stations and signalbox views circa 
1940s - 1990s. Varying quality. (100)  £10

739 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS and LNER loco sheds in 
England circa 1940s - 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

740 DEPOTS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing loco sheds in Scotland circa 1940s 
- 1960s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

741 SIGNALBOXES. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing signalboxes. Various 
locations circa 1940s - 1970s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

742 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing MR locos in MR 
livery. Varying quality. (100)  £10

743 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR 0-4-4 tank 
locos in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

744 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR Jumbo 2F 
locos in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

745 GNR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

746 GER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GER locos in GER, LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

747 NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR D30 and D34 locos in NBR, 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

748 NBR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR J36 locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

749 SCOTLAND. Approx 70 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of Scottish pre-grouping 
locos. Includes examples from G&SWR, NBR, HR, GNSR, CR, etc. Quality varies. (70)  £10

750 PRE-GROUPING. Approx 260 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of pre-grouping locos 
of larger English companies. Includes example from LNWR, MR, SECR, NER, GCR, GNR, 
GER, etc. Quality varies. (260)  £10

751 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A3 locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

752 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER A1 locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

753 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER V2 locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10
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754 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER B1 locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

755 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER D1, D16, D20 and D21 locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

756 LNER. Approx 145 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Many published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (145)  £10

757 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

758 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER 4-6-2 locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

759 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Duchess and Princess Royal locos 
in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

760 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS Jubilee locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

761 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS class 5 locos in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

762 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (100)  £10

763 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS 4-6-0 locos mostly in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

764 LMS. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. Many 
published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (120)  £10

765 LMS. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. Many 
published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (120)  £10

766 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GWR Star, Hall and King locos in 
GWR and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

767 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-6-0 locos mostly in BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

768 GWR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-4-0 locos mostly in GWR livery. 
Varying quality. (100)  £10

769 GWR. Approx 87 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. Many 
published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (87)  £10

770 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SR Bulleid Pacific locos in SR and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

771 SR. Approx 139 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Many 
published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (139)  £10

772 SCOTLAND. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing pre and post nationalisation loco 
views in Scotland. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

773 APPROX 150 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of LMS, LNER and BR locos. 
Reasonable quality. (150)  £10

774 BR. Approx 61 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR Standard and Austerity locos. Many 
published by Real Photo and Photomatic. Reasonable quality. (61)  £10

775 DIESELS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing first generation diesel locos circa 1950s - 
early 70s. Reasonable quality. (100)   £10

776 BR. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing diesel nameplate views. Reasonable 
quality. (100)  £10

777 PRE-GROUPING. Approx 86 postcard sized B&W photos showing views of pre-grouping locos 
of smaller English companies. Includes example from NSR, FR, Wantage Tramway, L&YR, 
L&MR, M&CR, H&BR, NLR, M&GN, EKR, LC&DR, IOWR, K&ESR, S&D Joint, etc. Quality 
varies. (86)  £10
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778 DEVON. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station and steam & diesel loco views 
in Devon circa 1950s - 90s. Quality varies. (100)  £10

779 APPROX 155 larger sized B&W photos showing GWR locos in GWR and BR livery. Appear 
reasonable quality.  £10

780 LMS. Approx 70 larger sized B&W photos showing LMS locos in BR livery. Reasonable quality. 
(70)  £10

781 IOM. Approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos showing railway and shipping views on the Isle of 
Man circa 1950s - 70s, some with postcard backs. Quality varies. (100)  £10

782 APPROX 64 postcard sized B&W photos showing narrow gauge and minor railways circa 1950s 
- 80s. Varying quality. (64)  £5

783 SOUTH AMERICA. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing steam loco views in South 
America circa 1940s - 60s. Varying quality. (100)  £10

784 PORTUGAL. Approx 100 B&W and colour postcard sized photos showing steam and diesel loco 
views in Portugal circa 1970s - 90s. Reasonable quality. (100)  £10

785 LMS official 7½" x 3½" B&W photo showing loco 6230 Duchess of Buccleuch. Front signed 
by WA Stanier. Technical details on rear. Plus unconnected signed letter from Stanier's home 
address. (2)   £10

786 APPROX 26 mostly 10" x 8" B&W photos showing BR(S) stations and locos circa early 1960s. 
Includes a few Press Office and Central Photographic Unit examples.  (26)  £10

787 APPROX 21 larger sized official press photos of King George VI funeral train at King's Cross 
station showing the royal mourners. (21)  £10

788 APPROX 37 postcard sized and larger B&W photos showing various views including stations, 
locos, overseas locos, etc. Condition varies. (37)  £5

789 APPROX 110 postcard sized and smaller B&W photos showing loco and rolling stock views, 
pre-grouping to BR. Quality varies. (110)  £10

790 APPROX 80 mostly 10" x 8" official BR(E) B&W photos showing loco and rolling stock (including 
close-up), infrastructure, etc. Circa 1950s - 80s. (80)  £10

791 LNER. Approx 68 larger sized B&W photos showing LNER locos in BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (68)  £10

792 LNER. Approx 71 larger sized B&W photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (71)  £10

793 LMS. Approx 57 larger sized B&W photos showing LMS locos in LMS and pre-grouping livery. 
Reasonable quality. (57)  £10

794 LMS. Approx 60 larger sized B&W photos showing LMS locos pre grouping, LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (60)  £10

795 GWR. Approx 56 larger sized B&W photos showing GWR locos mostly in GWR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (56)  £10

796 APPROX 36 8" x 6" B&W official BTC photos showing the movement of a 123 ton generator 
from Colwyn Bay to Blaenau Festiniog in February 1961. Complete with BR(M) Press Office list 
of photos. (36)  £10

797 APPROX 15 8" x 6" official B&W photographs railway engineering works, mostly at Tyne 
marshalling yard, etc. Circa 1962.  (15)  £5

798 ALBUM containing approx 60 4" x 3" B&W photos of stations, signalboxes, signals etc in southern 
locations, many in Kent and Sussex. Taken in the 1900s - 1920s. Reasonable quality.  £10

799 ALBUM containing approx 57 4" x 3" B&W photos of stations, signalboxes, signals etc in 
southern and south western locations. Several ex LBSCR locations noted. Taken in the 1920s. 
Reasonable quality.  £10

800 ALBUM containing approx 180 postcard sized colour and B&W photos showing ex LNER, LMS, 
BR Standard locos and NE Electrics. Varying quality.  £10
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801 ALBUM containing approx 250 postcard sized colour and B&W photos showing LNER locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Varying quality.  £10

802 ALBUM containing approx 250 postcard sized colour and B&W photos showing LNER locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

803 ALBUM containing approx 250 postcard sized colour and B&W photos showing LNER locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

804 ALBUM containing approx 120 postcard sized B&W photos of NBR 4-4-0 locos in NBR livery. 
Reasonable quality.  £10

805 ALBUM containing approx 65 postcard sized B&W photos of NBR 2-4-0 locos in NBR livery. 
Reasonable quality.  £10

806 ALBUM containing approx 100 postcard sized B&W photos of NBR Atlantics and early 0-6-0 
locos in NBR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

807 ALBUM containing approx 80 postcard sized B&W photos of NBR tank locos in NBR livery. 
Reasonable quality.  £10

808 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GCR J10 and J11 locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

809 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GCR J11 locos in LNER and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

810 ALBUM containing approx 200 postcard sized B&W photos of ex GCR J11 locos in LNER and 
BR livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

811 ALBUM containing approx 95 postcard sized B&W photos of LNER Sentinel railcars in LNER 
livery. Reasonable quality.  £10

812 ALBUM containing approx 180 postcard sized B&W photos showing 1960s cars. Mostly 
contemporary views with some taken at car shows. Reasonable quality. (180)  £10

Lots 813 - 843: Photographic Slides

813 APPROX 50 6cm x 5cm unmounted colour slides showing views of the Royal Train and of Royal 
Mail trains in the 1980s and 90s. Many in the Bristol and Willesden areas. Reasonable quality. 
(50)  £10

814 SCOTLAND. Approx 38 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views taken on a 1960 RCTS 
railtour of Scotland. Most identified, reasonable quality. (38)  £10

815 APPROX 34 35mm colour slides showing steam and diesel loco views in early - mid 1960s. Most 
identified, quality varies. (34)  £10

816 APPROX 25 35mm colour slides showing loco, infrastructure and nameplate views in the early 
1960s. Most identified, quality varies. (25)  £10

817 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR(W) steam loco views in the early 1960s. Most 
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

818 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR(W) steam loco views in the early 1960s. Most 
identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

819 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR steam loco views in the 1960s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

820 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR steam loco views in the 1960s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

821 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR steam loco views in the 1960s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

822 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 70s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

823 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s and 70s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10
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824 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR diesel loco views in the 1970s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

825 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR diesel loco views in the 1970s. Most identified. 
Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

826 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing BR DMUs in the 1970s. Most identified. Appear 
reasonable quality. (70)  £10

827 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing locos etc in the West of England in the 1960s and 70s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

828 APPROX 70 35mm colour slides showing locos etc in the West of England in the 1960s and 70s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

829 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing modern traction loco views in the 1980s and 90s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

830 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing a variety of BR era views. Most identified. Appear 
reasonable quality. (100)  £10

831 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing a variety of BR era views. Most identified. Appear 
reasonable quality. (100)  £10

832 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing a variety of BR era views. Most identified. Appear 
reasonable quality. (100)  £10

833 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing a variety of BR era views. Most identified. Appear 
reasonable quality. (100)  £10

834 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

835 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

836 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

837 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

838 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

839 BUSES. Approx 100 35mm colour slides showing bus views. Various locations, circa 1960s - 
90s. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

840 FRANCE. Approx 36 35mm colour slides showing steam and diesel loco views in France circa 
late 1960s - early 1970s. Not identified, reasonable quality. (36)  £10

841 APPROX 200 larger sized colour slides showing loco views in South Africa in the 1970s and 80s. 
Appear reasonable. (200)  £10

842 APPROX 200 larger sized colour slides showing loco views in South Africa in the 1970s and 80s. 
Appear reasonable. (200)  £10

843 LANTERN SLIDES. Small collection of 14 3" x 3" B&W glass slides showing late 1950s - early 
1960s diesel loco and multiple unit views. Believed to be ex OS Nock collection. BTC. (14)  £10

Lots 844 - 899: Photographic Negatives

844 LBSCR. Approx 25 4¼" x 3¼" B&W glass negatives showing LBSCR steam loco views circa 
1910s - 20s. Appear reasonable quality. Buyer to collect. (25)  £10

845 EASTLEIGH. Approx 11 2¼" square B&W negatives showing views at Eastleigh works and 
station circa June 1960. Not identified. Appear reasonable quality. (11)  £10

846 APPROX 50 mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing BR diesel loco views in the 1960s and 70s. 
Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (50)  £10

847 APPROX 48 larger sized B&W negatives showing BR(S) steam loco views circa late 1940s - 
early 1960s. Most identified. Appear reasonable quality. (48)  £10
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848 QUANTITY of 35mm and larger sized B&W negatives showing various rail subjects circa 1950s 
& 60s. Some identified. Quality varies. (Qty)  £10

849 QUANTITY of mostly 35mm B&W negatives showing steam and diesel views circa 1960s - 90s. 
Some identified. Quality varies. (Qty)  £10

850 APPROX 50 3½" x 2½" B&W negatives showing LMS loco views in the 1950s and 60s. Many in 
the Nottingham area. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. (50)  £10

851 APPROX 50 3½" x 2½" B&W negatives showing LMS loco views in the 1950s and 60s. Many in 
the Nottingham area. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. (50)  £10

852 APPROX 15 4½" x 3½" B&W negatives showing LMS loco views in the 1940s and 50s, many in 
the Nottingham area. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. (15)  £10

853 APPROX 77 variously sized B&W negatives showing steam loco views in 1959, many at ex 
GWR locations. Some identified. Appear reasonable quality. Complete with a trainspotter's 
notebook from the period. (77)  £10

854 APPROX 58 variously sized B&W negatives showing early - mid 1960s steam loco views in 
Cornwall. Some identified. Appear reasonable quality.  (58)  £10

855 APPROX 58 variously sized B&W negatives showing early - mid 1960s steam loco views in 
Devon and Cornwall. Some identified. Appear reasonable quality.  (58)  £10

856 APPROX 88 35mm colour slides showing industrial railway views at various locations including 
NCB. Circa early 1970s. Appear reasonable quality. (88)  £10

857 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views mostly at NCB locations circa 
1970s - 1980s. Many West Midlands locations noted. All filed in separate packets and marked 
with details. Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

858 APPROX 110 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views mostly at NCB and CEGB 
locations circa 1970s - 1980s. Many West Midlands locations noted. All filed in separate packets 
and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (110)  £10

859 APPROX 150 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views mostly at West Midlands 
NCB locations circa 1970s - 1980s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear 
reasonable quality. (150)  £10

860 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views mostly at West Midlands 
industrial locations circa 1970s - 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

861 APPROX 100 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views mostly at West Midlands 
industrial locations circa 1970s - 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. 
Appear reasonable quality. (100)  £10

862 APPROX 130 35mm B&W negatives showing station, signalbox and infrastructure views at 
West Midlands locations circa 1980s - 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. Appear reasonable quality. (130)  £10

863 APPROX 130 35mm B&W negatives showing station, signalbox and infrastructure views at 
West Midlands locations circa 1980s - 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with 
details. Appear reasonable quality. (130)  £10

864 APPROX 95 35mm B&W negatives showing industrial loco views at Littleton Colliery circa 1970s 
- 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (95)  
£10

865 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

866 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10
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867 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex GWR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

868 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

869 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

870 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LMS steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

871 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

872 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

873 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex LNER steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

874 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

875 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

876 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing ex SR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

877 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing Somerset & Dorset route loco and station 
views in the early - mid 1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

878 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing Somerset & Dorset route loco and station 
views in the early - mid 1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

879 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing Somerset & Dorset route loco and station 
views in the early - mid 1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

880 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing BR Standard loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. All identified. Appear reasonable quality. (70)  £10

881 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

882 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

883 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

884 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

885 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

886 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing BR(W) steam and diesel loco views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

887 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing Somerset and Dorset route views in the 
1960s. Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

888 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s. 
Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

889 APPROX 90 35mm B&W negatives in strips showing steam and diesel loco views in the 1960s. 
Most identified, appear reasonable quality. (90)  £10

890 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10

891 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10
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892 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10

893 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10

894 APPROX 80 larger format B&W negatives showing BR steam loco views in the early - mid 
1960s. Appear reasonable quality. (80)  £10

895 APPROX 70 larger format B&W negatives showing Bus views circa 1960s and 70s. Appear 
reasonable quality. (70)  £10

896 GERMAN. Approx 320 35mm B&W negatives showing loco views in Germany circa late 1960 
- 1990s. All filed in separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. (320)  
£10

897 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. (50)  £75

898 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. (50)  £75

899 AE "DUSTY" DURRANT. Approx 50 2¼" square B&W negatives showing South African mainline 
steam locos. Good quality images taken in the late 1960s. All captioned. (50)  £75

Lot 900: Paintings

900 ORIGINAL ARTWORK showing coloured view of ex LNER B17 loco 61672 West Ham United in 
BR green livery by AE Gills, dated April 2001. 16" x 12" on paper.   £10

Lots 901 - 913: Carriage Prints (not framed)

Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 
Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.

901 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Dunmore III. Co Waterford.  £10
902 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Newquay, The Sands.  £10
903 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Jersey, Vinchelez Lane.  £10
904 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Lough Gill, Co Sligo.  £10
905 The Roosevelt Memorial, London by Donald Blake (LNER series).  £10
906 Lastingham Near Pickering, Yorkshire by LJ Wood (LNER series).  £10
907 Braintree, Essex by F. Donald Blake (LNER series).  £10
908 Bramham Cross, Yorkshire by Kenneth Steel (LNER series).  £10
909 Blakeney, Norfolk by Acanthus (LNER series).   £10
910 Overy Staithe, Norfolk by Acanthus (LNER series).   £10
911 Dryburgh Abbey, Berwickshire by Kenneth Steel (LNER series).  £10
912 LONDON TRANSPORT Underground carriage print map on thick card of the line from North 

Harrow to Aylesbury. Vertical crease, some damp staining at bottom edge.  £10
913 LONDON TRANSPORT "Central London Journey Planner" map of the underground system. 22" 

x 10" as displayed inside tube stock. Circa 1980s.  £10

Lots 914 - 982: Posters

(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")
914 BRITISH SHIPBUILDERS q/r coloured pictorial poster showing illustrations of the ships built in 

Britain by Charles King. Circa early 1960s. Folded and creased, wear at folds and tape repairs 
on rear.  £10

915 BR(ScR) d/r pictorial map type poster "The Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond. See Britain 
by Train and Steamer" showing map of the region by Nicolson. Undated, slightly creased.  £10

916 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial map poster "Westmorland" with artwork by Daphne Padden showing 
various activities. Circa early 1960s. Folded.  £10
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917 BR(M) d/r poster "Aldbury Village Hertfordshire" showing coloured pictorial view of village pond 
with house and church in background by Jack Merriott. Very large fold tears, many creases and 
tears to edges. Area of loss top centre. Folded and generally poor.  £10

918 BR (W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Now 3 Pullman Diesel Services on the Western Region" 
with service details of South Wales, Bristol and Birmingham Pullman services and with colour 
photo illustration of Blue Pullman. Dated 1961.   £10

919 BR(NE) d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising Associated Humber Lines regular cargo services 
from Hull and Goole. Shows view of busy port scene. Circa 1960s. Folded.  £10

920 BR Inter City d/r coloured pictorial poster "Intercity Sleepers Now Available with Saver Fares" 
showing view of class 86 electric and rising sun. Circa early 1970s. Folded and marked at fold, 
some wear to bottom edge.  £10

921 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "West of England Car Tourist Service - London - Cornwall" 
showing John S Smith view of busy road intersection and speeding train on viaduct. Dated 1957.  
£10

922 SNCF d/r coloured pictorial poster "Door to Door Transport by the Railways of Europe" showing 
view of freight on road and rail with European flags. Dated 1959. Folded.  £10

923 TASTE THE WORLD TRAVEL & BR d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising "Weekends in 
London - All In" showing fares from Nottingham. Circa early 1960s. Very creased/worn.  £10

924 BTC d/r pictorial poster "The Choice is Yours" showing photo illustration of queuing cars and 
lorries and speeding train. Artwork by Hickmott. Circa mid 1960s. Folded.  £10

925 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising the Great Railway Exposition at Manchester to 
commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway in 1980. Folded. 
Plus similar small sized poster and 4pp leaflet for the event. (3)   £10

926 THE GREAT LITTLE TRAINS OF WALES d/r poster showing the various narrow gauge lines and 
colour views. Undated, probably circa early 1980s. Slight wear.  £10

927 LNER d/r coloured poster "Evening Excursions" showing title at top and bottom two thirds of 
poster left blank for filling in the day's announcements. Edge tears and creasing. Plus another 
similar.  £10

928 MINISTRY OF HEALTH d/r coloured pictorial poster "Coughs and Sneezes Spread Diseases" 
showing Bateman image of shoppers. Folded, slight wear.  £10

929 Three BR(M) 18" x 12" coloured pictorial staff information posters. "Before You Cross - Wait. 
Smoke Hides Danger", "Load to the Code", "Weak Rungs Break - report defective ladders". (3)  
£10

930 BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1962. Folded.   £10
931 BTC d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1957. Folded, large annotation 

to centre of map showing outlined area.   £10
932 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE d/r system map of Britain and Ireland. Coloured design, dated 1952. 

Folded.   £10
933 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Scottish Region d/r system map of Scotland. Coloured design, dated 

1949. Folded, several fold tears.   £10
934 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE London Midland d/r system map of the region. Coloured design, dated 

1953. Folded.   £10
935 RAILWAY EXECUTIVE Western Region d/r system map of the region. Coloured design, dated 

1952. Folded, very large fold tears, almost in pieces.   £10
936 BR(M) d/r line diagram type map of Derby, Leicester and Nottingham lines. Maroon and black 

print, circa late 1950s. Folded, creased/crumpled, small tape repairs on rear.   £10
937 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Electrification - Great Eastern Line" showing line diagram of 

suburban routes from Liverpool St to Chingford, Enfield, Hertford East and Bishop's Stortford 
indication planned improvement works. Circa early 1960s. Folded.  £10
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938 TALYLLYN RAILWAY d/r pictorial poster "Dolgoch Station" from original painting by Terence 
Cuneo. Small edge tears, slight creasing.   £10

939 VENICE-SIMPLON ORIENT EXPRESS d/r coloured pictorial poster showing view of elegant 
lady with cigarette holder. Dated 2008. VGC.  £10

940 VENICE-SIMPLON ORIENT EXPRESS d/r coloured pictorial poster showing interior view of 
carriage and diners. Dated 2008. VGC.  £10

941 SNCF d/r coloured pictorial poster "Cote de L'Atlantique" showing Larrieu view of port. Dated 
1966.  £10

942 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Paris - go by train" showing busy station scene. Dated 
1972. Creased.  £10

943 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Limousin - to see France go by train" showing aerial 
view of train alongside river. Dated 1967. Small edge tear.  £10

944 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Pyrenees - to see France go by train" showing train on 
suspension bridge. Dated 1968.   £10

945 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Brittany - to see France go by train" showing train on 
viaduct overlooking village. Dated 1973. Slight creasing, backing tape added to edges on rear.  
£10

946 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Pyrenees - to see France go by train" showing train on 
viaduct. Dated 1973. Slight creasing, backing tape added to edges on rear, small loss top r/h 
corner.  £10

947 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "Dauphiny - to see France go by train" showing train on 
iron girder bridge. Dated 1970. Slight creasing.  £10

948 SNCF 24" x 14" coloured pictorial poster "Alpes" showing surreal type view of moths by Jak. 
Dated 1970. Some creasing.   £10

949 SNCF 24" x 14" coloured pictorial poster "Auvergne" showing surreal type view of butterflies by 
Jak. Dated 1970.   £10

950 SNCF 24" x 14" coloured pictorial poster "Cote d'Azur" showing view of boats and village. Dated 
1966.  £10

951 SNCF 24" x 14" coloured photographic poster "Limousin - to see France go by train" showing 
aerial view of train alongside river. Dated 1967.   £10

952 SNCF 24" x 14" coloured photographic poster "Languedoc - to see France go by train" showing 
train on causeway. Dated 1967. Slight edge creasing.  £10

953 SNCF d/r coloured photographic poster "See France by French Railways Motor Coaches" 
showing Europabus coach and cliff side village. Dated 1970. Slight creasing, backing tape 
added to edges on rear.  £10

954 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY d/r timetable poster for the workmen's service from Glasgow Central 
Low Level to Clydebank, Dumbarton and Balloch. Dated June 1917. Folded.  £10

955 LNER 30" x 18" train departure poster for Grantham dated May 1946. Brown print, small edge 
tears.  £10

956 LNER d/r letterpress poster "Emergency Timetable Operating for Trains Departing From" with 
space below for writing in time, platform and destination of trains. Unused, folded.  £10

957 LNER hanging card timetable for trains to Marylebone from South Harefield Halt. 18" x 12", red 
and black print, dated September 1929. Much wear and faults but a rare example from a station 
that was only open from May 1929 to October 1931.  £10

958 LMS 18" x 14" train departures poster for Market Harboro'. Dated September 1939. Folded, 
some creasing.  £10

959 LMS 18" x 14" train departures poster for Luton. Dated September 1939. Folded, some creasing, 
small edge tears.  £10

960 LMS 24" x 16" train departures poster for Leicester. Dated September 1939. Folded, some 
creasing.  £10
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961 LMS d/r letterpress poster announcing "Passenger Train Alterations, Monday 28th September 
1936". Maroon coloured print, folded, tape repairs at some folds.  £10

962 SR 18" x 12" hanging card timetable of principal train services and cheap fares from Bognor 
Regis. Blue print, dated July 1939. Damage and tears to bottom r/h corner, tape repaired on rear.  
£10

963 GNR(I) 20" x 15" letterpress poster advertising special train from Drogheda to Baldoyle Races, 
May 1885. Shows times and fares. Folded.  £10

964 Four GWR. 11¼" x 17¼" "Situations Vacant" posters for positions at Trusham, Abercard, Saltney, 
etc. Dated 1929. All very fragile. (4)  £10

965 LMS d/r letterpress poster advertising excursions from Perth to Glasgow, Aberdeen and Pitlochry. 
Dated March 1931. Very worn and with many faults.  £10

966 BR(ScR) q/r timetable poster "Express Passenger and Cargo Services with Ireland" showing 
times from Scottish stations to Belfast and Dublin via Stranraer and Larne. Maroon print, dated 
June 1954. Folded.  £10

967 BR(NE) 20" x 14" timetable poster for services between Hull, Cottingham and Beverley. Red 
print, dated May 1949. Folded, slight discolouration at folds.  £10

968 BR(M) q/r timetable poster for services from St.Pancras to Leeds. Dated September 1954. 
Folded.  £10

969 BR(ScR) d/r letterpress poster announcing race specials to Lanark from Edinburgh Princes 
Street. Blue print, dated July 1949.  £10

970 BR(M) d/r letterpress poster listing "Through Summer Holiday Train Services from Nottingham 
1959". Red and blue print, folded and a little creased.  £10

971 BR(M) d/r timetable poster for services on Leicester, Burton and Birmingham branch lines. Dated 
September 1964. Folded.  £10

972 BR(E) d/r train departure poster listing services from Lincoln Central and St. Marks. Dated 
November 1965. Folded, some edge creasing.  £10

973 BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Leicester Central station dated September 1962. Rolled, 
some creasing  £10

974 BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Trent station dated June 1965. Folded/creased.  £10
975 BR(W) d/r timetable poster for services from Paddington to Oxford, Birmingham, Oswestry, 

Chester and Birkenhead. Dated September 1964. Folded.  £10
976 BR(M) 20" x 20" train departure poster listing services from Nottingham Victoria and Nottingham 

Midland. Dated September 1956. Folded/creased.  £10
977 BR(E) d/r train departures poster for Nottingham Victoria station dated June 1958. Blue print. 

Folded.  £10
978 BR(M) q/r train departures poster for Nottingham Victoria dated June 1962. Folded/creased.  £10
979 BR(M) d/r timetable poster for services between Grantham, Nottingham and Derby. Dated 

September 1964. Folded.  £10
980 BR(M) q/r timetable poster for services between Manchester and Sheffield via the Woodhead 

route. Dated September 1964. Folded.  £10
981 BR(M) d/r timetable poster for services from St.Pancras to Bedford & Barking and between 

Hatfield and Dunstable. Dated September 1964. Folded.  £10
982 BR(E) d/r letterpress poster announcing conductor - guard working on the Cambridge - 

Colchester line and listing local stations between Pampisford and Chappel and Wakes Colne 
where passenger bookings are no longer available. Blue print, undated, folded.  £10

Lot 983: Coats of Arms

983 JH BUTCHER produced BR lion holding wheel large sized transfer as applied to locos and 
tenders.  £5
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Lots 984 - 987: Recordings

984 TRANSACORD 10" gramophone record "The LNW 0-8-0". Contained in original illustrated 
sleeve. Dated 1958. Plus similar "Sounds of Shunting", "On the Footplate", "Tramway Sounds", 
"Kings". Large typed label on front of last example.  (5)   £10

985 TRANSACORD 10" gramophone record "Great Central". Contained in original illustrated sleeve. 
Dated 1958. Plus similar "Sound of Shunting", "The Watlington Branch Line", "On the Footplate", 
"A3 Pacifics". (5)   £10

986 Seven TRANSACORD 12" gramophone records. "Working on the Footplate", "Shap", "The West 
Highland Line", "The Railway to Riccarton", "Newfoundland Heads the Waverley", "Trains to 
Remember", "The Triumph of an A4 Pacific". Contained in original illustrated sleeves. Dated 
1960s. (7)  £10

987 Seven TRANSACORD 12" gramophone records. "The Somerset and Dorset", "Echoes of 
Engines", "Trains in the Hills", "The Great Eastern", "Rhythms of Steam", "West of Exeter", 
"Trains in the Night". Contained in original illustrated sleeves. Dated 1960s. (7)  £10

 

Lots 1001 - 1113: Alpha Lots

1001 Quantity of Yeadon's Register hardback books.  £10
1002 Quantity of model railway equipment including OO gauge locos.   £10
1003 Box of hardback books.  £10
1004 Small quantity of plans and diagrams.  £10
1005 Box of softback books.  £10
1006 Box of London Transport ephemera.  £10
1007 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1008 Box of bus related ephemera including timetables.  £10
1009 Box of overseas railways hardback and softback books.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 3rd March at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
An 18% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.

End of Postal Auction Section
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1010 Quantity of GNR(I) and CIE Train Arrangements, Alterations, etc booklets from the 1950s.  £10
1011 Box of hardback books.  £10
1012 Box of ephemera including timetables and accident reports.  £10
1013 Box of softback books including RCTS Locomotives of the LNER.  £10
1014 Box of locomotive manufacturer's lists and information.  £10
1015 Box of softback books.  £10
1016 Box of ephemera including London Transport.  £10
1017 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1018 Quantity of model railway equipment, mostly OO gauge locos.   £10
1019 Box of softback books.  £10
1020 Quantity of photocopied Boiler Register information.  £10
1021 Box of softback books.  £10
1022 Box of pre-nat and pre grouping rule books.  £10
1023 Box of softback books.  £10
1024 Quantity of model railway OO gauge rolling stock.   £10
1025 Box of Ian Allan ABC type booklets.  £10
1026 Quantity of model railway OO gauge loco kits.   £10
1027 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1028 Quantity of model railway equipment, mostly OO gauge locos.   £10
1029 Box of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways.  £10
1030 Quantity of model railway equipment, mostly OO gauge locos, including kits.   £10
1031 Box of hardback books.  £10
1032 Box of WTTs and appendices.  £10
1033 Box of softback books including RCTS published Locomotives of the LNER.  £10
1034 Box of PTTs, UK and overseas.  £10
1035 Box of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways.  £10
1036 Box of WTTs.  £10
1037 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1038 Box of USA railroad ephemera and rule books.  £10
1039 Box of hardback books.  £10
1040 Quantity of USA railroad employee timetables.  £10
1041 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1042 Box of ephemera.  £10
1043 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1044 Box of ephemera including timetables.  £10
1045 Box of softback books.  £10
1046 Quantity of bound magazines. Various titles.  £10
1047 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1048 Box of Ian Allan ABC type booklets.  £10
1049 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1050 End of collection selection of ephemera and miscellaneous items.  £10
1051 Box of hardback books.  £10
1052 Box of bus company timetables.  £10
1053 Box of hardback books.  £10
1054 Box of ephemera including plans.  £10
1055 Box of hardback books.  £10
1056 Box of ephemera.  £10
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1057 Box of hardback books.  £10
1058 Small quantity of ephemera.  £10
1059 Box of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways.  £10
1060 Quantity of Railway Magazines from the 1890s onwards.  £10
1061 Box of hardback books.  £10
1062 Box of tickets.  £10
1063 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1064 Box of ephemera.  £10
1065 Box of bus related hardback and softback books.  £10
1066 Quantity of commercial maps.  £10
1067 Box of softback books.  £10
1068 Quantity of PTTs and WTTs.  £10
1069 Box of hardback and softback books relating to overseas railways.  £10
1070 Box of WTTs and miscellaneous paperwork.  £10
1071 Box of bus related ephemera.  £10
1072 Small quantity of BR signalling notices.  £10
1073 Box of railway tickets.  £10
1074 Box of WTTs and miscellaneous paperwork.  £10
1075 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
1076 Box of ephemera including BR(S) interest.  £10
1077 Box of books and guides.  £10
1078 Box of ephemera including pre-nat handbills, menus and maps.  £10
1079 Box of spotters type booklets. Various publishers.  £10
1080 Collection of enthusiasts notebooks, railtour itineraries and plans.  £10
1081 Box of hardback books relating to South African railways.  £10
1082 Box of appendices and miscellaneous paperwork.  £10
1083 Box of softback books including Oakwood Press publications.  £10
1084 Box of WTTs.  £10
1085 Box of hardback books.  £10
1086 Box of WTTs and miscellaneous paperwork.  £10
1087 Box of hardback books.  £10
1088 Box of Irish railways related ephemera including IRRS magazines.  £10
1089 Box of hardback books.  £10
1090 Box of ephemera including wagon labels.  £10
1091 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1092 Box of ephemera.  £10
1093 Box of hardback books.  £10
1094 Box of ephemera including handbills.  £10
1095 Box of hardback books.  £10
1096 Box of ephemera including WTTs.  £10
1097 Box of hardback books.  £10
1098 Box of ephemera.  £10
1099 Box of hardback books.  £10
1100 Box of ephemera including wagon labels.  £10
1101 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1102 Box of plans and diagrams.  £10
1103 Quantity of mostly hardback books.  £10
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1104 Small quantity of EKR ephemera and GWR photos.  £10
1105 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1106 Box of ephemera.  £10
1107 Quantity of softback books.  £10
1108 Quantity of bound Trains Illustrated and Railway World magazines.  £10
1109 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1110 Quantity of railway postcards including officials.  £10
1111 Quantity of hardback books.  £10
1112 Quantity of ABC type booklets and a few DVDs.  £10
1113 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10

Lots 1401 - 1426: Alpha Lots (Photographic)

1401 Box of photos. Diesel and steam subjects.  £10
1402 Approx 1000 colour slides showing 1980s and 90s bus views.  £10
1403 Quantity of photos in albums. Steam subjects.  £10
1404 Quantity of colour slides, many overseas.  £10
1405 Approx 500 large format photos. Rail subjects.  £10
1406 Quantity of colour slides, many overseas.  £10
1407 Small quantity of photos in albums, including overseas. Plus related items of ephemera.  £10
1408 Quantity of colour slides, many overseas.  £10
1409 Box of postcard sized photos showing GWR locos.  £10
1410 Box of approx 1000 photos and slides.  £10
1411 Quantity of colour photos and their negatives showing modern traction views.  £10
1412 Approx 1000 B&W negatives showing bus views circa 1960s - 80s.  £10
1413 Box of B&W photos including Isle of Man interest.  £10
1414 Large quantity of 35mm B&W negatives showing transport views on the Isle of Man.  £10
1415 Box of various sized B&W and colour photos. Steam and diesel subjects.  £10
1416 Box of 35mm colour slides. Various subjects including a few overseas.  £10
1417 Box of postcard sized B&W and colour photos. Steam and diesel subjects.  £10
1418 Quantity of 35mm B&W negatives showing rail views in East, West and South Africa and Turkey.  

£10
1419 Quantity of photos in albums showing rail views including overseas.  £10
1420 Quantity of 35mm B&W negatives showing UK rail views.  £10
1421 Quantity of photos in albums showing bus and tram views.  £10
1422 Quantity of mostly colour photos, some with their negatives.  £10
1423 Quantity of photos in albums showing bus and tram views.  £10
1424 Quantity of photos in albums showing rail views.  £10
1425 Quantity of photos plus a few items of ephemera.  £10
1426 Approx 600 colour slides showing 1970s and 80s BR, overseas and preserved.  £10

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 2nd June 2018 and quality items are now 
being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in September and December 2018. Please 
see the organisers for information and advice.

End of Auction
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Routes to the Stoneleigh Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).
Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.
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